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ABSTRACT 

This study was conducted to investigate whether or not 

a particular role (Hero, Scapegoat, Lost Child, and Mascot) 

had a corresponding score on the Family-of-Origin Scale (FOS). 

The hypothesis under study was that those who identified 

with the Hero or Mascot role would score significantly higher 

on the FOS than would those who identified with the Scapegoat 

or Lost Child role. A general assumption was that there 

would be differences between the adult children of alcoholics 

(ACOAs) and adult children of nonalcoholics (non-ACOAs). 

Subjects were 194 men and women from undergraduate 

introductory psychology classes at Austin Peay State 

University in Clarksville, Tennessee. They ranged in age 

from 17 to 42. Each subject was given a description of 

Wegscheider's family roles, the Family-of-Origin Scale (FOS), 

the Children of Alcoholics Screening Test (CAST), and a 

General Information Sheet. 

The hypothesis was not supported in this study. A 

significant relationship between a particular role option 

and perceived family of origin health was not revealed. 

When subjects were divided according to their CAST score, 

no significant difference between groups was found. Those 

scoring 6 or more on the CAST (ACOAs) were not significantly 

different from those scoring 5 or less (non-ACOAs). Nor 

were differences within the ACOA group found. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

Chemical dependence, whether a symptom or a disease, 

has received considerable attention from researchers and 

clinicians in the field. Starting with individual treatment, 

the field grew in the 1960s and 1970s to include spouses 

and family members. During the late 1970s and early 198-0s, 

great strides were made in focusing on the adult children 

of alcoholics. 

Many studies have noted that children of alcoholics 

(COA) seem to be at a higher risk for alcohol and/or drug 

abuse than are children from nonalcoholic homes (Adler and 

Raphael, 1983; Cotton, 1979; el-Guebaly and Offord, 1977; 

Goodwin, 1979; Stark, 1987; Vaillant, 1983; Zucker, 1989), 

however, many chemically dependent adults did not grow up 

in alcoholic homes (Black, Bucky and Wilder-Padilla, 1986; 

Cotton, 1979). Early writings described the adult children 

of alcoholics (ACOA) as having unique characteristics, but 

empirical research has not consistently supported this point 

of view. Researchers have found that adult children from 

alcoholic homes and adult children from nonalcoholic homes 

appear to have similar characteristics. 

ACOAs are also believed to perceive their family of 

origin as less healthy. This study utilizes the 

Family-of-Origin Scale (FOS) (Hovestadt, Piercy, Anderson, 

Cochran, and Fine, 1985) to measure perceived family health. 



Re searchers using the FOS have f urthered their insight into 

rationality and perc e ptions o f ma rri age (Fi ne & Hovestadt , 

1975) , self - worth afte r divorce (Bonn ington, 19 88 ), a nd 

s elf -es te em (Bonnington, 1989). 

Other research sources have identified, labeled, and 

described various roles that they believe to exist in 

dy sfunctional families. As a general rule, research focusing 

on the family unit with at least one chemically dependent 

parent has agreed on the description for the person who is 

addicted to alcohol and/or drugs with the label, "addict" 

or "dependent." The spouse is often labeled as the "enabler" 

or the "codependent." By some, the spouse is labeled by 

the fact of marriage to a chemically dependent person 

suggesting that the marriage is a symptom of one's 

codependency (termed as co-alcoholic by Cermak, 1984), 

however, there is no justification for a label based solely 

on one's position as spouse (Gomberg, 1989). Others believe 

that enabling is a response elicited by being married to 

a chemically dependent spouse. Still others believe that 

the terms enabler and codependent are no longer equivalent 

with the latter being used to discriminate against women 

and should, therefore, be withdrawn (Gomberg, 1989; van 

Wormer, 1989). Most of these studies have focused on the 

male alcoholics and the female enablers. 

The roles for the children in the family have been 

derived mainly from clinical observations and different 

2 



researchers have crys tallized the data in divergent ways. 

Some of these are ba sed s ol e l y on b irth order wh ile others 

view birth order as only one factor. The roles appl ied in 

this stud y a re based on th e theoretical perspectives of 

Wegscheider (1981 ). 

This research is designed to determine if there is a 

relationship between the Family-of-Origin Scale and 

Wegscheider's family roles and whether a particular role 

3 

has a corresponding family of origin perception. Wegscheider 

conceptualized four roles: Hero, Scapegoat, Lost Child, 

and Mascot. The hypothesis is that the Hero and the Mascot 

will score significantly higher on the Family-of-Origin Scale 

(FOS) than the Scapegoat and the Lost Child who will score 

lower. This suggests that those individuals identifying 

with the roles of Hero or Mascot, the positive family roles, 

will perceive a healthier family of origin than those 

individuals identifying with the less desirable family roles 

of Scapegoat or Lost Child. Also hypothesized is that there 

will not be a significant difference between the Hero and 

the Mascot roles, nor will the Scapegoat and the Lost Child 

roles be significantly different. A general assumption is 

that there will be differences between adult children of 

alcoholics and adult children of nonalcoholics. 

These hypotheses are based on Wegscheider's clinical 

observations that the Hero's identifying role characteristics 

are achievement, responsibility, conforming to family rules 



and traditions, and making the family look good . The Mascot 

prov ides a tension release f o r the famil y through comical 

or other distracting behaviors and may be overprotected by 

the family . The Scapegoat is more involved with peers than 

with the family unit and generally will display destructive 

or acting out behaviors. The Lost Child often withdraws 

from the family unit and becomes the child that the family 

never has to worry about. 
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DEFINITIONS OF TERMS 

Adult Chi ldren of Alcoholics (ACOAs) - Ad u lts who acknowledge 

t hat one o r both parents had a d rinking prob l e m dur i ng some 

portion o f the ir years at home. In this study, adult ch ildr en 

of alcoholics were characterized by a score of 6 or more 

on the Children of Alcoholics Screening Test (CAST) (J. W. 

Jones, 1982b). 

Adult Children of Nonalcoholics (Non-ACOAs) - Adults whose 

parents--one or both--did not have a drinking problem during 

some portion of their years at home. In this study, adult 

children of nonalcoholics were characterized by a score of 

5 or less on the Children of Alcoholics Screening Test (CAST) 

(J. w. Jones, 1982b). 

Alcoholic Family - A family in which alcoholism and 

alcohol-related behaviors have become central organizing 

principles. 

Alcoholism - A primary, chronic disease with genetic, 

psychosocial, and environmental factors influencing its 

development and manifestations. The disease is often 

progressive and fatal. It is characterized by continuous 

or periodic impaired control over drinking, preoccupation 

wi th t h e drug alcohol, use of alcohol despite adverse 



conseque nces , and d istortions in think ing , most notably 

denial (Ho n & Rob e , 1990) . 

6 

Birth Or de r - The position of an ind ividual in hi s/her family 

of origin due to the birth sequence of the individual and 

his or her siblings, also to include half- and step-siblings 

l iving in the home. 

Family of Origin - The family in which an individual spent 

most or all of his/her childhood years. 

Family with an Alcoholic Member - A family in which alcoholism 

and alcohol-related behaviors are present, but they are not 

considered to be central organizing factors. 

Functioning Family - The family's ability to foster autonomy 

among members by emphasizing personal responsibility, respect 

for other members, clarity of expression and openness to 

other members. This also includes the family's ability to 

foster intimacy among members by encouraging sensitivity 

and trust among members, as well as creating a warm atmosphere 

which promotes conflict resolution and the expression of 

a wide range of feelings (Hovestadt, Piercy, Anderson, 

Cochran, & Fine, 1985). 



Hea h· · f.)r.111 - ,1 fam il y whic h has a balance h we n h0 

d sire o main ain stability and the desi r e to cha ng and 

gr ow . 

Pe rc eived Health of the Family of Origin - The level of 

healthy functioning an individual perceives from the family 

of origin years, as measured by the Family-of-Origin Scale 

(FOS) (Hovestadt, Piercy, Anderson, Cochran, & Fine , 198 5) . 

7 



Cll1\ PTF:R 2 

Re vi e w o f th e Lit e r a tur 

1 bas i c k no wl e dge of alcoholism a nd peopl with 

a l coho lism in their families is pertinent to th e study of 

adult children of alcoholi c s . Su r veying t he r elated 

infor mation allow s o ne to develop a be tte r unde r standing 

of the u nde rcu rr en t s of alcohol abu s e a nd the possibl e effects 

on the c h ild r en in the h ome . 

Alcohol i s m 

Through the 19th century, alcoholism was viewed as 

a moral flaw or as resulting from a weak will and it was 

often deemed as hopelessly transmitted by heredity. In 1955, 

alcoholism was classified as a disease by the American Medical 

Association. This new mode of thinking proposed that 

alcoholism has a predictable course, can be diagnosed, and 

thus can be treated. It is also believed to be fatal if 

treatment is not obtained. Previously, treatment was 

"conducted" by the legal system through incarceration; today 

this is realized to be a substandard and inefficient option. 

A second proposal of the disease concept is that the 

individual is less likely to be blamed for the drinking 

problem. 

In the alcohol treatment field, alcoholism is commonly 

c o n s idered to be a family disease. This concept is based 

on the bel ief that nondrinking family members may be 

e 
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ncq ~ 1vc y affec ed by he d rin k ing me mb e r' s d i s asc of 

alcohol i sm . These memb e r s ma y be t he fir s t o nes to e xp r i nee 

he neg a t ive cons eq ue nc e s of t he al c oholi c ' s d r in k ing a nd 

alcoho l - related behav i o rs- - especi a ll y the spou s e . J ust a s 

t he al c ohol ic goes t h r ough prog r e s sive stage s , famil y membe r s 

may al s o . Nond r i n k ing members may b e involve d in de nial 

o f the p r oblem and / or ma y attempt to a nt i ci pate and control 

t h e alcoho l i c's u s e o f a lcohol. Whe n the alcoholi c s eek s 

t r ea t ment, the famil y is encouraged to partici pate in t heir 

ow n tr e atme nt program to address the behaviors t hat t hey 

may ha v e adopted in response to the alcoholic's past behavior. 

Unfortunately, society can be painfully slow in accept ing 

new ideas and discarding old methods. Cermak and Brown 

( 1 98 2) reported that alcoholics perceive their own drinking 

to be a result of personal weakness and lack of control. 

In turn, they believe that the tools required for sobriety 

are personal strength, willpower, and self-control (Cermak 

and Brown, 1982). Efran, Heffner, and Lukens (1987) state 

t hat, "In point of fact, the disease conception did not 

a c t ually free us of moral issues--it cloaked them in more 

ant isep t i c and modern sounding medical, psychiatric, 

psychological, and sociological jargon" (pg. 45). 

The re are numerous estimates of the number o f alcoho lics 

i n Am e r ica. In 1979, Goodwin e stimated tha t one out o f 

12-15 people were a l c o holic and i n 198 3 , Wo ititz estimated 

the to ta l to b e between 10 and 1 5 million . Howeve r, t hese 



,1: · r :~ c i1cs 1s v1r uc1l y 1rnposs 1blc . , .Jny lcoho 1c~; d" '/ 

th~t hey have a pro 1cm as do h 1r arn1l 1cs .Jnd tr1 nds . 

A~so , resea r che r s offe r a va ri e t y o de fini ions fo r h 

cond1 i o n "a lcoho lism . " Mos s eem to agr ee th a t i i nvolves 

a o s s o f control over one ' s personal drinking behavi or a nd 

ha t he drinking behavio r interferes in the ma j or aspect s 

o f one's life (social , work , home , etc . ) . 

Cotton (1979) noted that alcoholics , more than 

nonalcoholi cs, we re likely to have had an alcoholic mother , 

father , o r relative . Alcoholics reported a higher rate of 

sibling alcoholism than nonalcoholics . Parental alcoholi sm 

has been judged to be somewhat influential in that one-fourth 

to one-third of alcoholics had at least one alcoholic parent , 

however , this means that the majority did not have an 

alcoholic parent . Black (1981b) estimates parental alcoholism 

to be between 50% and 60%. According to Wegscheider (1981 ) , 

60% of the nonalcoholic wives married to an alcoholic had 

an alcoholic father . 

Hansen (1980) distinguishes between social drinkers 

and problem drinkers by stating "a social drinker is one 

who goes to a social event, whatever it may be, and in the 

process may incidentally drink an alcoholic beverage . This 

means he would have gone to the social event were there 

drinking or not . The probl em drinker , on the other hand , 

is s omeone who goes somewhe r e to dri nk and may incident lly 



socialize . " (pa ge 21) . Jellinek (1960) described fiv e 

d iff e r e nt types of alcohol abusers that share only one 

commo nality--they all abuse a lcohol. The specifics of abuse 

as well as treatment are different for each . Jellinek ' s 

label s were Alpha , Beta , Gamma, Delta, and Epsilon . Yet , 

even with his specificity, he states that not all alcoholics 

wi ll neatly fit into one category or the other. Nerviano 

(1983) continues to recommend that researchers study the 

relevant personality differences among alcoholics to help 

shed light on the innumerable subgroups and to provide less 

obscure results and difficulties in interpretation. Zucker 

( 1989) defines alcoholism as a biobehavioral disorder, in 

that drinking alcohol involves the interaction between a 

self-administered pharmacologic agent and a neurophysiologic 

system. Zucker suggests that the field should work to 

identify different alcoholisms based on the various ages 

of onset. 

Hundleby and Forsyth (1989) recommend that studying 

the desire to drink can give more insight into understanding 

alcoholism than a person's actual drinking behavior. This 

is based on the idea that the desire to drink is not 

restricted by physical, legal, or social restrictions while 

actual drinking behavior can be limited. Klein and Pittman 

(1989) generally found that people's use of different types 

of alcoholic beverages and their attitudes toward drinking 

was fairly consistent. There is a strong association between 



:: ::--,k an how much consump i o n 1 s a ccep able . i\lso suc:iq0s 0,J 

1s h cultu ra gende r r o le no r ms that may provide m n more 

a ce p able opportunities to d r i n k he a vi l y tha n fo r wome n . 

~his lends s u pport f or th e findings tha t the r e ar e mo r e mal e 

alcoho l ics t h an f e male a l coho l ics, but ma y also s u gg e st that 

fem al e he avy d rinke rs remained "hi dden . " 

Co tto n (19 7 9) reported that some groups we re mor e l ik e ly 

to d rin k than others : men, Jews, Catholics , younger p e rson s , 

the well - educated , and those living in urban and industrial 

ar e as. Even though these groups participated in drinking 

more often, they were not always the same groups most likely 

to be alcoholics. The predominance of alcoholism was found 

mo re often in men than women, more widowers than widows, 

more whites than blacks, Irish Americans more than Italians 

or Jews, the less-educated, and those living in urban rather 

than rural states. Goodwin (1979) and Zucker (1989) support 

this view and have found a greater prevalence of alcoholism 

in Occidentals than Orientals, more men than women, and more 

Irish than Jews or Italians . 

In a comparison of black male alcoholics and white male 

alcoholics who were in treatment, Robyak, Byers, and Prange 

( 1989) found that whites reported a greater daily consumption 

o f alcohol and a tendency to use alcohol to manage moods 

and r elieve psychological distress (e.g. depression , anxi ety , 

wo rry , fea r ) . Blacks perceived alcohol as a mean s to imp r o v e 
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men al func ti oning ( e . g . "think better", mor e alert) . Bl acks 

also r eport ed expe ri enci ng more serious psychoperceptual 

wi thd rawal symptoms than whites (e . g . hallucinations , "fuz zy 

thinking") . An interesting result was t hat for both groups 

the motivations for drinking were also the negative 

consequence s of alcohol abuse; blacks reporting impairment 

in cognitive functioning while whites reported psychological 

dist ress. This phenomenon suggests that alcohol abuse 

destroy s the very aspects that one is attempting to enhance. 

Characteristics that are often considered indicative 

of an alcoholic are gradiosity, judgmentalism, intolerance, 

impulsiveness, indecisiveness, projection, fantasy thinking, 

hypochondriasis, passive-aggressive behavior, and acting 

out (Cermak, 1984; Cermak & Brown, 1982; Solberg, 1983; Stark, 

1987). Grandiosity is when one exaggerates their own 

importance, judgmentalism regards strikingly inappropriate 

evaluations usually in black and white terms (very good or 

very bad), and intolerance is evidenced by severely distorted 

priorities and the lack of delayed gratification which in 

turn leads to impulsivity. Blaming others, directly or 

indirectly, for one's drinking can often lead to blurred 

boundaries for both parties and raises the question of who 

is really responsible for whose behavior (Cermak & Brown, 

1982). The alcoholic frequently solves problems in an 

immature and inadequate fashion. To preserve their own 

self-esteem , they drink, find fault with others, and/or find 
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in o thers what is unacceptable in themselves; these all serve 

to avoid the r eal ity of the a l coholic ' s situation and balance 

the negatives in t hei r own l ive s (Solbe r g , 1983 ). 

In Ame r i ca, the word "alcoholic" is frequentl y 

accompanied by the negative stereotype of a "skid-row bum" 

whe n actuall y only 3% to 5% of alcoholics are representative 

of this categorization (Black, 1981a). This means then that 

95 % to 97% are functioning with families, jobs, and 

responsibilities. In view of the vast amount of literature 

and studies on alcoholism, it can not be assumed that all 

alcoholics are alike or that they all suffer serious and 

negative consequences from their alcohol abuse or the related 

behaviors. Therefore, according to the definition of 

alcoholism used, they may not be considered to be alcoholic. 

Families 

Healthy vs. Less Healthy. 

An individual acquires from early family experiences 

an implicit and an explicit set of expectations, values, 

attitudes, and beliefs (Framo, 1976). By adjusting their 

behaviors to maintain a state of balance, many families remain 

intact over their life span (Starr, 1989). Balance is 

referred to as the ebb and flow of the family unit that allows 

it to maintain stability. The speculation that healthy 

families tend to produce psychologically healthy offspring 



has cons i de rabl e theoretical support , but lacks empirical 

ev i dence (Framo , 1976) . 

1 S 

Before one can decide what identifies an unhealthy, 

disturbe d , or problem famil y , it is wise to determine the 

characteristics of a healthy or "normal" family. Researchers 

studying both healthy and unhealthy families have offered 

their descriptions. Jacob (1975) listed conflict, dominance, 

and communication clarity as the three factors evident in 

all families; the variance in degree distinguishes the 

"disturbed" family from the "normal" family. Green, Kolevzon, 

and Vosler (1985) compared two family models and believe 

that they both measure aspects of families, but they may 

measure different ones in different families. The Olson 

Model is based on the curvilinear relationship between 

adaptability (chaos to rigidity) and cohesion (enmeshed to 

disengagement) with communication facilitating movement for 

both factors. Optimal family functioning is displayed by 

a balance between the extremes of both adaptability and 

cohesion. They are in the midrange of chaos and rigidity 

and also between enmeshment and disengagement. The Beavers 

Model considers the family on a continuum from chaos, to 

rigidity, to autonomous individuals sharing intimacy, 

closeness, and separateness. Lewis (1986) also employs a 

continuum, believing that families move from flexible, to 

rigid, to chaotic when they suffer severe and chronic stress. 
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In Stinnett and Sauer's study (1977) of strong families, 

the most important characteristics were determined to be 

mutual respect and understanding. Other elements disclosed 

were that parents generally had a strong interest in their 

children, all members participated in family activities, 

and the unit had a high degree of religious orientation. 

Good, as well as positive, communication skills were also 

practiced--especially active listening. 

Comparing the descriptions and characteristics of several 

others (Andrasi, 1986/1987; Black, 1981a, 1981b; Krestan 

& Bepko, 1990; Satir, 1972; Settle, 1988/1989) finds them 

in agreement that in healthy families, communication is 

direct, clear, specific, and honest. Also, emotions are 

expressed clearly and boundaries are defined. Rules are 

appropriate and malleable, problem-solving is flexible and 

fair, and there are predictable consequences for one's 

behavior. Lewis, Beavers, Gossett, and Phillips (cited in 

Andrasi, 1986/1987) reported that the healthy family has 

a high self-worth, operates with an attitude of basic trust, 

shows respect through honesty and openness in agreements 

and disagreements, and offers empathy, warmth, affection, 

safety, attention, understanding, and support. In healthy 

families, members accept responsibility for their own 

thoughts, feelings, and actions. Members are involved inside 

the family (Stinnett & Sauer, 1977) and can freely ask for 

attention and can freely give attention to others (Black, 
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1981a). Healthy families enhance self-esteem by complimenting 

and expressing appreciation to each other and by accepting 

and valuing individual differences (Stinnett & Sauer, 1977). 

Humor, spontaneity, and the presence of determinate 

roles for each member are additional characteristics of 

healthy families. There is a parental coalition. This 

coalition is separate from the sibling subsystem with a 

balance of separateness and attachment. Parents do not use 

a child to channel their problems or to place blame. Children 

are not e x pected to assume adult r e s ponsibilities before 

their time and parents do not a ct li ke child r e n ( Krestan 

& Bepko, 1990; Lewis, 1986) . Kr e stan and Be pko (1990) also 

add that in health y f amili e s t he r e is a n absence of addiction, 

abuse, and denial. 

Dysfunctional f a mil ies a r e often de scri bed as having 

the opposite characte ristic s o r the lac k of t h e positive 

factors that distinguis h healt hy f a milies. Communication 

is vague, indirect, an d not r e al ly hone st (Satir, 1972). 

Overall, they e xchange l e ss i nformation and do not s hare 

the same values and pre f e r enc e s (Doane, 1979 ). Boundaries 

are either e x tremely lax or ri g i d and rules are inhuman, 

inappropriate, unc e rtain, inconsistent, and nonnegotiable. 

The family members suffer from low self-esteem, inflexibility, 

poor problem solving skills, and unclear roles (Black, 1981a; 

Krestan & Bepko, 1990; Lewis, 1986; Satir, 1972; Settle, 

1988 / 1989; Wegscheider, 19 8 1) and are less productive (Doane, 
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1979). Jacob (1975) found no parent-child interactions that 

distinguished the parents from the children; parents acted 

like children and children may have taken over parental 

responsibilities. Jacob also reports that the parental 

coalition may be weak or nonexistent and children are often 

used as a source of blame for parental problems and/or marital 

discord. According to Lewis (1986), troubled families tend 

to lean toward separateness due to the fear of closeness 

and m6re dysfunctional families lean toward attachment or 

clinging to each other from the fear of separateness. 

Alcoholic Families. 

According to Wegscheider's theory, the alcoholic family 

is classified as a dysfunctional family, but is more severely 

hampered and injured by the effects of alcoholism than other 

types of dysfunctional families. Wegscheider posits that 

a troubled family reduces honesty and openness while an 

alcoholic family tends to destroy them completely. Based 

on her clinical observations, she lists the differences 

between nonalcoholic/dysfunctional families and alcoholic 

families. Nonalcoholic/dysfunctional families can usually 

identify their problem and its source and feelings within 

the unit are painful and may be repressed. Members suffer 

from low self-esteem, they remain fixed in predictable 

patterns and may develop survival roles, and they may be 

severely restricted by family rules. Alcoholic families 
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are ri dd l ed wi th denial and severe delusion: '' We're in 

trouble, but alcohol has nothing to do with it. 11 In alcoholic 

fami lies, feelings are acutely painful and may be totally 

out of a wareness and defenses are so developed that they 

are rigid and compulsive. Repressed feelings have become 

locked in as attitudes; anger becomes resentment, fear becomes 

withdrawal, and guilt becomes avoidance. Self-esteem in 

alcoholic families is even lower than that of the 

nonalcoholic/dysfunctional families. Behavior is rigidly 

fixed and compulsive. Defense roles are the same as those 

of nonalcoholic/dysfunctional families, but become locked 

due to the ubiquitous denial and compulsion within the 

alcoholic families. 

Alcoholism has long been noted to run in families 

(Goodwin, 1979). Aristotle mentioned it and the medical 

literature of the 18th and 19th century refers to this 

phenomenon (Goodwin, 1979). Some researchers have found 

significant evidence to support a genetic theory, others 

support the theory of environmental influences, and still 

others see it as a contextual combination of the two. 

Whatever the theory, alcoholism is considered a 

multigenerational occurrence with the strongest predictor 

being a family history of alcoholism (Cotton, 1979; Goodwin, 

1979; R. w. Jones, 1972; Settle, 1988/1989; Wegscheider, 

1981 ). Cotton's review offers insight into the familial 

transmission of alcoholism. In general, the incidence of 
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alcoholism is greater in families of alcoholics than in 

famil i es of nonalcoholics . She r eports t hat fathers and 

b r o thers of alcoholics were more likely than mothers and 

sisters to be alcoholics. However, there was a higher rate 

of alcoholism in the families of female alcoholics than in 

the families of male alcoholics (Cotton, 1979; R. W. Jones, 

1972). In conclusion, alcoholism is more prevalent in males 

than females, in families of female alcoholics than in 

families of male alcoholics, and in close relatives rather 

than distant relatives (Cotton, 1979). 

Black (1981a) gauged the number of alcoholic families 

in America to be one in six while in 1983, Vaillant assessed 

it to be one in three families. According to Steinglass 

(1987), when alcoholism is the central organizing principle 

for the family unit, it is considered to be an alcoholic 

family. If alcohol is the stabilizing factor in the unit, 

it becomes the single most important variable in determining 

the behavior of all other family members (Steinglass, 1987), 

it interrupts normal family tasks, causes conflict, shifts 

roles and expectations, and demands that family members adjust 

and adapt their responses in accordance with the alcoholic 

member (Kaufman, 1985). These are the families usually 

described in the alcohol literature. When alcoholism is 

not the central organizing principle, it is labeled a "family 

with an alcoholic member." Kaufman (1985) describes the 

family with an alcoholic member as happy, stable, with minimum 



conflict, and child r en who a ppe a r to be well-adjusted and 

have good relationship s with eac h othe r and others outside 

t he home. The famil y members do not s eem to focus on the 

alcoholic membe r. Kau fm an al so suggest s t ha t t h is t ype of 

family s ystem stay s intact during t he ea r ly stages of 

alcoholism, but most like l y de t e riorates du ri ng t he late r 

s tages of the d ise a se . 
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Wegscheide r (1 98 1) r eques t s tha t one not v i ew t he f amil y 

as cau s ing or mai ntaining t he al c oholism , but r athe r a s "a 

s ystem tha t surv i ves alcoholism . " Membe rship in a n alcoholi c 

fa mil y ma y be vi ewed as an education in survival techn i que s. 

Alcoholic families can be satu r ated with unpredict abil ity , 

inconsist e nc y , mi st r ust , unce r tainty , shame , chaos , a nd 

blurred pe rsonal boundari es (Beattie , 1987 ; Bepko & Krest a n , 

198 5; Black , 1981a ; Ce r mak & Brown , 1982 ; Wegs cheider, 1981 ; 

Woitit z , 1983) . eglect , family conflict , violenc e , ve r bal 

abus e , physi cal abuse , and sexual abuse are more pr evalent 

in a lcoholic homes (Balla r d & Cummings , 1990 ; Bea ttie , 1987) . 

Heal t hy c ommunication suffers tr emendously with double - bind 

messages , hidden feelings , and incomplete information (Bla c k , 

198 1a ; Wegs cheider , 1981 ; l oititz, 1983) . The purposes of 

communica tion bec ome manipulation , disparagement , blame , 

a nd avoidanc e (Sett l e , 1988 / 1989) . The r e is a higher r a te 

of marital discor d (Ballard & Cummings , 1990) and d i vorce 

and s epara tion wi thi n alcohol t r oubled familie s (Black et 

al., 1986 ). A defic it of pe rsonal wa r mth i nfluenc e s low 
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cohesion and expressiveness among famil y members (Moos & 

Billings, 19 82; Satir, 1972 ) and neither parent has the 

emotional energy to provide for a chil d 's needs or to provide 

consistency (Woitit z , 1983) . 

Denial is customaril y considered to be the major 

characteristic of a family effected by alcohol just as it 

is for the problem drinke r. This denial may preven t some 

fam ili e s from r ecognizing o r admitting to any pr oblem . I n 

ot he r families , they may be awa r e of probl em s, but will 

continue to deny or be unable to admit that alcohol is the 

root problem (Black , 1979 ; Cermak & Brown , 19 82 ; Pa ssarella, 

1988/ 1989 ; Steinglass, 198 7 ; Voititz , 1983) . In still other 

types of families , the alcoholic member may be seen as a 

scapegoat for all the family's problems (Kaufman , 1985) . 

Thus , in each of these families , some membe rs may neve r 

realize or understand the side effects of alcoholism that 

are unconsciously interwoven in their life , thereby , treatment 

is also not considered (Black , 1979 ; Passarella , 1988/1989 ; 

Steing l ass , 1987) . 

Ac cording to Wegscheider (1981 ) , rules of any family 

system perfor m four broad functions : (a) to establish 

a ttitudes, expectations , values, and goals for the fami l y ; 

(b) to determine who will hold the power and authority, how 

they wil l be used, and how membe rs are expected to respond 

to them; (c) to anticipate how the family wil l deal with 

change (in itself as a unit , in its members , and in the 
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outside world ); a nd (d) t o d ictate how membe rs may communicate 

wi th one a nothe r and what t hey ma y communicate about . The 

seven s peci f ic r ul e s fo r t he alcoholic f amil y a r e (a) t he 

Dependent' s use of a lcohol i s t he mo s t i mpor t ant thing in 

the fami l y ' s lif e , (b) a lcohol is no t t he ca use of the 

famil y ' s pr oblems , ( c) someone or somethi ng el se caused the 

a l coholic ' s depe nde nc y-- the alcoholic is not r e s ponsi b l e , 

(d ) t he status quo must be mainta i ned at all c osts , (e) 

e ve r yon e in t he fam i ly must be an "enable r , " (f) no one ma y 

d i s cu s s what i s really go ing on in th e family , eithe r with 

o ne a no t he r o r with ou si e r s , and (g) no one ~ay say what 

t he y a r e r ea l ly feelin g (~egscheider , 198 ) . Black ' s (198 1a ) 

li s t is br oade r i n scope , but lower in numbe r . They a r e 

( a ) Do n ' t t a 1 k , ( b ) Don ' t rust , an ( c ) on ' t fee 1 . She 

exp l ai ns that chil r e n are of en augh o r learn f r om nega ti ve 

expe r iences not to lk a out he real ·ss es , not to t r ust 

pa r e n ts t o meet their needs , not to rs he ir own feelings , 

a nd l a t e r to deny that they e e n ha e fee ins . · egsc heider 

a nd Bl ack ag r ee that th e "ru es" can e · ::iplic it or explici t 

and f r eque nt l y continue o be obe ed e en en the adult 

child l eaves the family of origin . Lo ·a ty o t ese rue s 

a nd r eg ula ti ons a r e hel fast and breakin them can lead 

to st r ong f ee li ngs of guilt and bet r ayal . 

Logicall y thinking , if one a coho ic pa r en t can ma e 

lif e so d i ffe r e nt t hen t\o alcoholic pa r e t s would gr eatl y 

increa s e thos e c ha nge s . Ha r kin s - Cr aven ' s study (1986/ 19 87) 
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supported this phenomenon, however, Passarella (1988/1989) 

found that research does not consistently agree with these 

findings. It is also believed that since the mother of a 

family is the primary caregiver, having an alcoholic mother 

would result in greater social and psychological consequences. 

Moos and Moos (1984) found no support that families with 

a wife-mother alcoholic were more adversely effected than 

families with a husband-father alcoholic. 

Studying the presence or absence of alcoholic 

grandparents is a recent trend in t he alcohol field. When 

Harkins-Craven (19 8 6 / 19 8 7) incorporated this into her study, 

she found that the presence or abs e nc e of an alcoholic 

grandparent did not distinguis h alcoholic and nonalcoholic 

children of alcoholics. Although she d i d r eveal that children 

of alcoholics in general had mor e alcoholic g randparents 

than adult children of nonalcoholics, t he re was no difference 

in the emotional functioning of t he t wo g roups. The study 

by Perkins and Berkowitz in 1991, did find that college 

students with the highest drink ing behaviors re ported both 

an alcoholic parent and an alcoholic g randparent. High 

drinking behavior was also reported b y stud e nts who had only 

an alcoholic parent or only an alcoholic grandparent. It 

is proposed that the familial disease of alcoholism and the 

effects it has on behavior may be passed from one generation 

to another. 
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Doane (1 979 ) s uggests that i f the fun c t ioning of the 

nona lcohol i c pa r ent is hea lthy , t he e ffects of the alcoholic 

pa r en t may be r educed or negated . Th is v iew may be v i ta l 

in the area of family rituals. When rituals are altered 

or f orsaken, especially if due to t he abuse of alcohol, the 

potential for impairing the child increases. Williams (19 84) 

believes this may be one of the keys as to why some children 

in alcoholic families develop problems and others do not. 

Rituals such as family celebrations, family traditions, and 

patterned family interactions provide the family with a sense 

of itself and in turn provide the child with a sense of what 

their family is, a family identity, and a sense of belonging. 

When the nonalcoholic spouse insures the occurrence and 

continuance of the rituals, the problems are minimized. 

The consensus of many researchers is that alcoholism 

has a negative effect on all members of the family. In fact, 

the nonalcoholic members may actually be more severely 

affected by the consequences of alcohol consumption than 

the drinking member or by the resulting arguments, conflict, 

and anger (direct or indirect) more than the actual alcohol 

use (Ballard & Cummings, 1990; Stark, 19 87). Alcoholic 

families, like other families, often make changes in order 

to maintain some type of stability, however, these changes 

often result in compromised lives for the nonalcoholic members 

(Steinglass, 1987). Alcohol provides a t ype of buffer for 

the drinking member by offering a distorted or blurred point 
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of v i ew . Thi s in turn allows the dr inking membe r to hones tl y 

be lieve t hat the other membe r s of the famil y wil l not be 

affected , e s pecial l y the children. In f act, the childr en 

ma y be painful ly awar e of their env ironment, but are limi ted 

by the pr evalent denial in the family unit or simply by t he i r 

own i nab ility to identify the problem. Denial has been seen 

in chi ldren as young as 5 years old and may be well

established by age 9 (Black, 1979). This denial system has 

been interpreted as a request to maintain stability or as 

a substitute for the painful reality that exists. 

If alcoholism affects everyone in the family unit, each 

one must adapt in order to survive emotionally in a 

progressively sick environment (Mulry, 1987). According 

to Wegscheider (1981 ), there is " ••• one fundamental and fatal 

flaw: there is no healthy way to adapt to alcoholism", 

however, adaptation remains the most common reaction. Perhaps 

adapting seems easier and less traumatic than leaving the 

unit as escaping may be considered equivalent to betrayal. 

Starr (1989) does not agree with Wegscheider (1981) 

that every alcoholic family is in severe stress. Instead 

Starr proposes that, even though a family contains a member 

that regularly abuses alcohol, this alone does not mean that 

the family has problems. She also urges that just because 

t he fami l y states that they do not have problems, they should 

not be considered to be in denial. 
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Altho ugh man y a t tempt t o define famili e s a f f ected by 

alcoholism , i t is of vital i mpor tance to r emember t hat each 

fam i ly i s unique . All alcoholic families do not nea tl y fit 

into any speci f ic ca t egories. Alcohol affects different 

people in dissimilar ways (e.g., negative consequences, 

medi cal problems, etc.) thus, the effect it has on each famil y 

will be not be equivalent. Even in a given family group, 

children's perceptions may be divergent. It is unwise to 

assume that all alcoholic families are the same, that all 

experiences are negative, and that all children will develop 

problems in adulthood (Goodman, 1987). Even though the 

tendency is to focus on the dysfunctional and the picture 

appears relatively dismal and unfavorable, there can be 

advantages to membership in the alcoholic family. As 

Steinglass (1987) writes, '' ••• families with alcoholic members 

constitute highly complex behavioral systems with remarkable 

tolerances for stress as well as occasional bursts of adaptive 

behavioral inventiveness." 

Considering alcoholism as a disease also implies that 

the alcoholic can get better/receive treatment and the family 

members can also receive treatment. Some believe that the 

alcoholic, the family unit, and the family members have been 

ignored by treatment professionals in the past. Actually, 

they have not been ignored per se, but alcoholism may not 

have been presented as the number one reason for seeking 

t r ea t ment. often these individuals seek counseling for 
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pr ob l ems that may be s ymptoms of pe rsonal alcohol abuse or 

of being invo l ve d in a famil y where alcohol abuse is pres ent 

( i.e . , work related problems, marital strife, financial 

difficulties, an acting out child, difficulty in intimate 

relationships, etc.). Treadway (1987) proposes that this 

may be because talking about the issue of alcohol abuse would 

violate a cardinal rule (don't talk, see Black, 1981a) ~r 

because one one does not consider alcohol a problem (see 

Wegscheider, 1981). 

It is generally accepted in the alcohol treatment field 

that there is no "cure" for alcoholism and that the only 

method of treatment is total abstinence. Even if sobriety 

is achieved, the behaviors of the alcoholic and/or the family 

may persist. As a result, the family may simply label a 

new symptom bearing member or a family member may develop 

symptoms in order to maintain the status quo. Although other 

families attempt to adapt to the changes, adjustment can 

be so traumatic that many families break up in the process. 

If families do continue after treatment, they are reported 

to have fewer arguments, perform more joint household tasks, 

and show higher agreement about joint task performance. 

They function on approximately the same level as control 

families (Moos & Billings, 1982; Moos & Moos, 1984). 
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Ad ul t Ch il d r en of Alcoholics 

It has been es tima t ed t hat i n t he Un ited s t a t es there 

a r e 28 to 34 million childr e n of alcoholi c s ( Black , 198 1b ) 

or one in e i gh t ind i v iduals (Settle, 19 88/1989). some of 

these indiv i d u a ls ar e still in the alcoholic home wh ile others 

grew up i n alcoholic homes . Although much of the following 

infor mation pertains to both groups, the main focus of this 

r ev iew is on thos e now referred to as adult children of 

alcoholics (ACOAs). This group contains some well-known 

people: Ronald Reagan, the late Jack ie Gleason, Brooke 

Shields, and the poet Robert Bly (Collet, 1990). 

Labeling, in the case of children of alcoholics, can 

be negative or positive. Since alcoholism generally carries 

a negative connotation, being the child of an alcoholic can 

also have the same resounding effects. Burk and Sher (1990) 

found that peers often shun those individu~ls known to be 

ACOAs. They revealed that therapists too may react 

differentl y to those labeled ACOAs and actually create false 

e xpectations of them. This in turn has the possibility of 

resulting in a self-fulfilling prophecy (Burk & Sher, 1990). 

Labeling .also has the potential for creating a hopeless and 

helpless picture for ACOAs. Because the label is a result 

o f a parent's drinking behavior and the person with the label 

t e c hnicall y did nothing to gain the label, one may feel 

powerl e ss to do anything to change the label or to lower 

the risk associ a t ed with the position (Burk & Sher, 19 88 ). 
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On h posi 1ve s i de , ACOAs are often happy o be abl 

o ab hei r expe riences and s ha r e wi t h oth e r s t he pain 

anrl isola tion they felt wh ile growing up in an alcoholi c 

home . At fi r s t , the realization o f the effects of alcoholi s m 

can leave o ne an g r y (Collet , 1990) , bu t being able to share 

~ith others can assist in working through r elated issues. 

La be ling legitimizes problems, r eleases the child from 

responsibility and fault (Hibbard, 1987), and relieves some 

of the confusion (Bepko & Krestan, 1985), guilt, and 

responsibility for a parent's drinking behavior (Hibbard, 

1987) . Value can be found in freeing individuals and allowing 

them to as k for help, identifying their situation, and 

va lidating their concerns (Cermak & Brown, 1982). 

Researchers and clinicians appear eager to offer lists 

of ACOA features in what seems to be an attempt to assist 

them in "self-diagnosis" and to provide direction for 

treatment, even though there is virtually no research that 

supports the reality of the traits. Some of the most common 

characteristics assigned to ACOAs are higher rates of 

alcohol/drug use (el-Guebaly & Offord, 1977), a higher risk 

of alcoholi sm (Black, 1981a, 1981b) or of marrying an 

alcoholic (Black, 1981a, 1981b; Black et al., 1986), and 

delinquency (el-Guebaly & Offord, 1977; Wegscheider, 1981; 

Woitiz , 1983) . Higher rates of suicide (el-Guebaly & Offord, 

1977 ) and mental illness (Hibbard, 19 89 ; Wegscheider, 1981) 

have al so been reported . Additional traits are learning 



! : sat,1l 1 t 1 sa nd ea i ng o r se xu a l d iso r d e r s ( e l-Gueba l y i 

01forrl , 77 ; We g sche i de r -Cru s e , 1988 ) . Bl a c k has foun d 

1 n h e rs ud i es (B l a ck , 198 1a; Black et al ., 198 6 ) th a t ACOAs 

have a h ig h e r t o l e rance for deviance and are unab l e to ask 

o t h e r s fo r hel p . 

Mo r e basic issues of ACOAs have been addressed such 

as trust (Blac k , 19 8 1a; Blac k et al., 1986; Wegscheider-Cruse , 

1988 ) , fea r of abandonment (Beattie, 1987; Black et al., 

1986) , low self-esteem (Cermak & Brown, 1982; el-Guebaly 

& Offo r d , 1977 ; Gourevitch, 1978; Woititz, 1983), an e x ternal 

locus of control (Black, 1981a; el-Guebaly & Offord, 1977), 

and identifying and expressing feelings (Black, 1981a; Black 

et al., 1986; Miller & Ripper, 1988; Wegscheider, 1981 ). 

Other areas are the need for control or power (Black, 1981a; 

Cermak & Brown, 1982; Settle, 1988/1989; Wegscheider-Cruse, 

198 8) , - overresponsibility (Beattie, 1987; Cermak & Brown, 

1982 ; Wegscheider-Cruse, 1988; Woititz, 1983), identity 

formation (B lack et al., 1986; Passarella, 1988/1989), dealing 

wi t h conflict or anger (Black et al., 1986; Cermak & Brown, 

19 8 2 ; Miller & Ripper, 1988; Settle, 1988/1989), and 

difficulties with intimacy (Black et al., 1986; Passarella, 

1988/ 1989; Wegscheider, 1981 ). Although these issues are 

believed to be the core problems for ACOAs, they are also 

issues for children who did not grow up with alcoholism in 

thei r families (Goodman , 19 87). 



The mos t common cop ing me c hanism fo r t he ACOA is 

unde r s tandab l y the s a me a s it is for the alcoholic and the 

alcoho lic fam ily : denial (Set tl e , 1988 / 1989 ; Stark, 19 87). 

Denial a cts as an unconscious defense against unbearabl e 
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pai n (Whitfield , 1980) and allows the child to join the rest 

of t he family in preserving the illusion that "everything 

is OK ." It also assists in down play ing the importance of 

emotions and alleviating pain (Stark, 1987). Unfortunately, 

there is a negative side to denial. Denying a problem, in 

order to cover it up, can lead to low self-esreem, being 

as hamed of self and family, and makes it impossible to accept 

family members for who and what they really are (Gourevitch, 

1978). Denial may also prevent one from seeking treatment 

( Wegscheider, 1981 ) • 

Treadway (1987) puts the word denial in a little 

different light by referring to it as ignoring what is going 

on and repressing feelings. However, repressing needs and 

feelings often leads children to unknowingly place large 

expectations on future relationships in order to make up 

for t heir earlier deprivations. Families do not promote 

expression of feelings (Andrasi, 1986/1987), especially 

negative ones, and children learn from their experiences 

that they can not trust their own feelings (Treadway, 1987). 

Children often come to believe that expressing feelings is 

equivalent to losing control (Black et al., 1986; Cermak 

& Brown , 1982) just as repressing feelings requires a lot 
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of con rol at first . Later , after children have learned 

to force their feelings into their unc ons c ious, th ey b ecome 

more adep t at den y ing that they even have feelings; they 

become v i c tims of desensitization to their own feelings and 

emotions. This applies to one of the three main rules defined 

by Bl ac k (1981a, 1981b), "Don't feel." 

Trust is another basic concept that is not promoted 

in the alcoholic family (Andrasi, 1986/1987). The child 

ma y be bombarded with broken promises, humiliation, 

embarrassment (Black, 1981a; Black et al., 1986) and pain 

(Delaney , Phillips, & Chandler, 1989). Not one of these 

promotes trust. Learning not to trust others and not to 

trust yourself are learned responses (Treadway, 1987). 

According to Black (1981a), "Don't trust" is the second major 

rule for an ACOA. 

Based on Black's theory (1981a) of growing up with an 

alcoholic parent, the number one rule is "Don't talk." 

Talking about what is really going on in the family defies 

the denial system. Talking about alcoholism is seen by the 

other codependent family members as betrayal and may be 

followed by abandonment (Black et al., 1986). Betrayal and 

abandonment are fearful events for any child regardless of 

age. Children may also believe that talking about the real 

problem, or telling the truth, may only make things worse 

or that others would never believe them anyway (Black, 1981a). 
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Communication i s stifl e d , not only within the family 

but also be t wee n the family unit and society . Chi l dr e n within 

the same uni t ma y h a ve had s imilar experi e nc e s, thoughts , 

and feeling s, bu t neve r discuss it with others. The y remain 

unaware tha t t hey are in fact not alone in their suffering. 

The y ma y al s o be so protected within the family that they 

do not know there is an alcohol problem or that alcohol is 

th e c o re of the problems (Black et al., 1986; Wegscheider, 

1981). 

Although many ACOAs grow up to be self-sufficient 

indi v iduals, this does not mean they possess high self-esteem. 

Self-sufficiency was a must for survival, high self-esteem 

was not. Wegscheider (1981) considers parents in alcoholic 

families unable to give the necessary encouragement that 

fosters a healthy self-concept. Andrasi (1986/1987) did 

not find this to be true in her sample. Both ACOAs and adult 

children from nonalcoholic homes rated similarly on a measure 

of self-esteem. 

In alcoholic families, a child's feelings and perceptions 

are frequently discounted (Black et al., 1986; Cermak & Brown, 

19 8 2) and · to make the parent right, the child has to be wrong. 

Unfortunatel y , the child's perception of what is real becomes 

distorted in the process . Accurate reality testing is a 

d i f f i c u lt task in an alcoholic family. Often members may 

accept the alcoholic's behav ior as something that is normal 

and children beg i n to believe that the y are wrong to believ e 
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that i is abnormal (Delaney et 1 1989 ) a • I • Children th en 

may b e gin to look to others for guida nce in what the y should 

feel or think . 
An externa l locus of control ma y result from 

the lack of a ppropriate r e ality testing (Hibbard, 1987). 

Man y alcoholics will use any e xcuse to drink, sometimes 

even thei r own ch i ldren (I'm drinking because you're getting 

on my nerves, ..• because you got in trouble at school, 

... because you had another wreck) thus, children are taught 

that they are the cause (Cermak & Brown, 1982). Sometimes, 

without an apparent reason, children of alcoholics take it 

upon themselves to be responsible (Black, 1981a). Being 

responsible for the drinking gives one a sense of control 

and competence and, if one has control over the drinking, 

one also has control/responsibility for the family's problems 

(Black, 1981a; Cermak & Brown, 1982). What children fail 

to recognize is that they are not responsible for the drinking 

nor for the family's problems. They may also fail to realize 

that they can not stop the drinking nor can they fix the 

problems. Perilously, they can not accept their own 

powerlessness, but are compelled to believe that they are 

inadequate and that they are failures (Brown & Beletsis, 

1986). Their self-confidence suffers while they continue 

to look for new ways to change circumstances that are truly 

not in their control. They become responsible for others, 

anti c i pate other's needs, and believe their own personal 
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i rr e s o n s i bility , t hey be come over ly r espon s ibl e . 
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He althy pe r sona l boundaries for an ACOA are nonexistent 

(Bea tti e , 1987 ) . They are no t mode l e d or taught, but they 

ar e inva ded and v iolated . Man y ACOAs do not e v en know wh a t 

bounda r i es are , mu ch less how to set them and require others 

t o respe ct t h e m. Others have established such strong 

boundaries that they are able to isolate themselves much 

as a t urtle retreats to its shell for protection. Both 

ext r e mes can cause problems in intimate relationships. 

No ne x istent or blurred boundaries can lead to the loss of 

a relationship and even to the loss of one's self while rigid 

boundaries make intimacy impossible and relationships do 

not develop. 

Passarello (1988/1989) defines identity as the continuity 

be t ween who a person was in childhood and who that person 

promises to be in adulthood. Gourevitch (1978) posits that 

identity only requires being truthful to oneself and 

committing to the values, goals, and purposes that one 

be liev es in. This can be very difficult for children who 

have no respect for their backgrounds or are ashamed of them. 

Wi thout respect for one's family of origin, there can be 

no continuity which can result in an inadequate identity 

formati o n . severing oneself from the famil y does not dilute 

the effec t s nor does it allow one to differentiate from the 

f amily in a heal thy , ma t ure manner. When one does not have 



a dis inct sense of identity , healthy separation and 

differenti ation are more dif ficult (Bepko & Krestan, 1 985) . 

Acco rding to Passare llo's study (1988/1989), there are f our 

family t ypes: (a) "functioning" alcoholic family, (b) 

"funct1· o n1· ng" 1 h 1 · non-a co o ic family, ( c) "non-functioning" 
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alcohol ic famil y , and (d) "non-functioning" non-alcoholic 

f a mily . Through her research she found that a "functioning" 

nonalcoholic family promoted the highest identity and 

surprisingly that a "functioning" alcoholic family rated 

onl y second. Passarello's results suggest that the presence 

or absence of alcohol was secondary to the perception of 

the family of origin as functioning or nonfunctioning. 

Abuse of all kinds is believed to be experienced or 

witnessed more often by children of alcoholics than by 

children of nonalcoholics. A high percentage of physical 

and sexual abuse is attributed to alcohol misuse (Ladwig 

& Andersen, 1989). In 1979, Black stated that 50% of ACOAs 

had witnessed or experienced violence related to alcohol; 

in 1981, the figure rose to 66%. Emotional abuse may be 

as serious and terrifying as other types of abuses. In some 

cases, it can be more damaging in that there are no physical 

markings (bruises, broken bones, etc.) to prove that it really 

happened or to substantiate the need for help (Black, 1981a). 

ACOAs are taught or learn some interesting things about 

a nge r. They learn that nice people don't get angry (Beattie, 

1987 ; Black , 198 1a; Miller & Ripper, 1988), getting angry 



a acr 1s 

ro , anq r des r oys lov (Ba H' , 1 9P7) , 

qu1valen o loyal y (Mill r & Ripp r , 

Sl , an an e r will on l y be met with punishment (Bl ack , 

0 8 a) . No expressing anger ma y be based on the beliefs 

a no one c ares anyway , ge tting an g r y wi l l only make things 

worse , o r that one does no t have the right to be angr y . 

Adul ts may con tinue to follow these guidelines and negl e ct 

t hei r own anger while they remain fearful of other's ange r 

(Bl a ck , 1981a) . 

I ntimate relationships involve and reflect the above 

men ti one d factors of trust, communication, abandonment, 

s e lf-esteem , expressing and identifying feelings, boundari es , 

and difficul ty with anger or conflict. With all these 

combined , it is not surprising that intimacy is considered 

to be a maj or problem (often the number one problem) for 

ACOAs (Woi titz, 1983). Beattie (1987) writes that there 

is nothing lik e a relationship with an alcoholic for 

destroying security. With the lack of intimacy in the family 

of origin , the children never learned how to be intimate. 

They did learn that closeness was not safe and could even 

be painf~l , thus they taught themselves how to repress the 

expre ssion of their needs and feelings (Black, 1981a). 

Intimate relationships in adulthood can ignite the fear of 

abandonment . As a response, people often get stuck in 

r elationshi ps and believe that th ey can not leave and they 

must take care o f the other person regardless of the pe r sonal 
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~ : • 0 r n r s o n f 1 r c:: • Th 1 1 -· 1s rv nt a so pr nv1 rln c:: 
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• . ' :::-:c:::r;-, r f ~o r, r o (Bea lC , 1987 ; C r rnak & Br own , 1 P 

Wh n con f li aris es be w n h cou l , 

hrough . 

I f devc op in g fu ure intirna e rela ionships is d ermin ed 

by h qu a Y o f previous relationships (Black , 1981a) and 

1f he r e ~e r e uns able relationships in the family of origin 

(S ar k , 987 ) , i appears t o be a logical conclusion tha 

ACOAs wo uld have difficulty establishing and maintaining 

heal h y and intimate relationships . However , Passarello's 

research (1988/1989 ) does not support this line of thinking . 

Passarella found that ACOAs actually scored higher on a scale 

of s ocial in imacy than did their non-ACOA counterparts . 

I is posi ed that AC OA s may go outside the family to find 

he ir emotional support and intimacy . It may have also been 

hat he collegia te nonclinical sample was composed of ACOAs 

who were able to overcome negative effects of alcohol abuse 

1n hei r families and did not develop difficulties associated 

wi t h in imacy . 

The tendency for ACOAs to marry alcoholics is thought 

o be a n a e mpt to help a spouse wher e they failed to help 

he 1 r f am i 1 i e s ( stark , 1 9 8 7 ) . Marr i ages o f th i s n a u re m y 

t~ r 00 (:d in he contr o l and responsibility ar as ; adul 



children st i ll be li eve they are responsible for others and 

~ant to be in a position whe re they have the opportunity 

to con tro l somethi ng in t he ir adulthood tha t was s o out of 
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cont r ol in their c hildho od. It ma y be that the y believe 

they are smarte r now or perhaps they perceive the position 

of s pou s e as hav ing more control than the position of child. 

ACOA s are assumed to have a more negative perception 

of t h e health of their family of origin than children of 

nonalcoholics. Settle (1988/1989) revealed support for this 

theme in that the younger the child when the parental drinking 

began, the lower their perception of the family health. 

The results of Scott's study (1989), showed that females 

tended to see their childhood as more "sad" than males did, 

but the "sadness" was not consistently alcohol related. 

The effects of being an ACOA may not become problematic 

until later in life (Black, 1979, 1981a). This is based 

on the continuation of the survival skills learned in 

childhood. In adulthood, these skills are seen as 

inappropriate. Adult children, as well as their parents, 

may be unaware that the family alcohol problem has had any 

effect on anyone except the drinker. Calder and Kostyniuk 

(1989) and Collet (1990) found that parents usually do not 

Of any effects on the children. report or are unaware 

l·n the first study were parents in However, the subjects 

t d it is possible that their an alcohol treatment cen er an 



o~n d e nial proce ss p r evente d from them f r om reali z ing a ny 

effec t s o f d rinki ng on thei r c hild r e n. 
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In 1 9 7 9 , Cotton r ev iewed 39 studies and found that ACOAs 

r e ported a hi ghe r rate of alcoholism than non-ACOAs. The 

good news is that only a minority of ACOAs developed 

al c oho lism, not the majority as the literature suggested. 

Howe ver, the estimates continue to rise over time; Black 

(1981b) estimated that today's children of alcoholics would 

become 50% to 60% of tomorrow's alcoholics and Vaillant (1983) 

estimated that ACOAs were five times more likely to develop 

alcoholism. In addition, the risk increases if there are 

two or more relatives who are alcoholic. 

The amounts parents drink, the frequency, the gender 

of the parent and of the child, the amount of marital 

conflict, and the relationship status between children and 

their nonalcoholic spouse have all been studied along with 

numerous other demographic variables to examine the 

precipitating effects of growing up in an alcoholic home 

and why some children have problems while others do not (Adler 

& Raphael, 1983; Black, 1981a; el-Guebaly & Offord, 1977; 

Glenn & Parsons, 1989; Harburg, Davis & Caplan, 1982; Haer, 

1955; Moos & Billings, 1982; Tarter & Edwards, 1988; Webster, 

Harburg, Gleiberman, Schork & DiFranceisco, 1989 ). 

Summarizing these studies finds disagreement among 

r e searchers. Some state that alcoholism in the family 

ope r a t e s in a similar fashion for both males and females 
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(Glenn & Pa rs o ns , 1989 ) while oth 1 • ers r evea t hat i t does 

no t ( We rn e r , 1 98 6 ) . Daughters are more like l y t o be h igh 

vo lume d rink e r s i f o n e or both of the i· r par ents are high 

vo lume d r i n kers whi l e s ons of h eavy d ri nking mother s were 

mo r e apt t o be low v olume drinkers (Webster et al., 1989). 

Black ( 1 98 1b) states that any child is more likely to be 

al coho lic if the mother is alcoholic as opposed to the father. 

Moo s and Moos (1984) did not find support for this conclusion. 

Role models for responsible drinking can be a tremendous 

benefit according to Harburg et al., (1982). If children 

li v e with a heavy drinker they may see how the alcoholic 

avoids responsibility and solves problems. The danger lies 

in when the child decides to follow this example (Moos & 

Billings, 1982). Perhaps the disagreement among researchers 

is a reflection of the diversity found among alcoholic 

families and ACOAs. It may be that ACOAs, like alcoholics, 

cannot be neatly classified using onl y one category. 

Roles. 

Roles are portrayed in the majority of families whether 

the y are considered to be alcoholic or nonalcoholic families. 

They are important in that they prov ide a sense of belonging 

i n the famil y e v en though a child may rigidly attach to the 

• 1 (Treadwa y 1987; Wegscheider , 1981) portrait of a given roe ' 

fami.ly si z e, there may be more than 
and , depending on the 

more than one child per role. An only 
one role per chi ld or 
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child may show characteristi f 
cs O only one role or of all 

r ole s simultaneously or alte t · rna i ve l y . 

The difference i n the roles of the 
alcoholic famil y , 

compared to a functioning family · 
, is a matter of intensity 

with whi ch the roles are performed (Cleveland, 1981 ; 

Weg s che ider, 1981 ) . The particular role a child plays may 

be de t ermined by birth order, sex, b f l num er o sib ings, the 

famil y environment, or the child's personality. No child 

fits precisely into one role and a child may shift roles 

for a variety of reasons (Bepko & Krestan, 1985) such as 

progression of alcoholism in the family, extraction of a 

sibling due to leaving home or death, gender role 

expectations, changing coalitions within the family, or life 

cycle events (Bepko & Krestan, 1985; Black, 1979; Leman, 

1985; Passarella, 1988/1989; Wegscheider, 1981). 

Research on birth order has found some evidence to 

support the view that a child's birth order position does 

reflect significant differences in attitudes and perceptions. 

Kidwell (cited in Canfield, 1984) found that middle children 

perceived their parents as more punitive and less supportive. 

She concludes that this could be a result of the child's 

perception rather than from actual family actions. Leman's 

hypothesis (1985) on birth order is based on his observations 

f h · hi's nuclear family, and his clinical 0 is family of origin, 

families (not restricted to alcoholic families). 

chi ldren solely by their birth order position: 

He labels 

Lonely Only, 
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Oldest , Mi ddle , or Baby Cub . The tra its he lists for each 

position are similar to the character1.· s t 1.· cs used by Black 

(1979 , 1981 a , 1981 b) , Cleveland (1981), and Wegscheider (1 981) 

in defining t he ir versions of the roles · 1.n alcoholic famil i es. 

Bla ck ( 197 9, 1981a) identified three major roles children 

play in the family plus one role that she did not believe 

to be a frequent occurrence in the alcoholic family (see 

Appendix A). Even though she states that these roles are 

based on the birth order writings of Alfred Adler, she does 

not give a probable birth order position for three of her 

four roles. Her "clinical children" usually identify with 

a combination of at least two roles. Rhodes and Blackham 

(1987) used Black's roles in an attempt to differentiate 

ACOAs and non-ACOAs. The study was not successful in this 

area. The researchers conclude that her roles are invalid, 

however, this writer believes it supports the idea that the 

roles may be found in all types of families regardless of 

the presence or absence of an alcohol problem. 

Cleveland (1981) agrees that roles in all families are 

not essentially different, but that the roles in dysfunctional 

fam i lies tend to be more rigid and intense. According to 

l One Ch 1'ld may display characteristics C eveland's theory, 

1·n other families, different children of several roles while 

occupy separate roles. 
Based on her clinical observations, 

she subdivides the roles into two categories. 
The first 
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contai ns the Parental Child and the 
Symptomatic Child. The 

second i s compos ed of the auxiliary roles. 

The Parental Child (comparable to Black's Respons i ble 

Child a nd Wegscheider ' s Hero) is a truly good child who obeys 

family and s oc i etal rules and works hard in school. These 

achi evement-or i ented children attempt to make the family 

look successful in the eyes of the world. Cleveland purports 

that these children are also motivated by their counterpart, 

the Symptomatic Child (the "bad" sibling). Parental Children 

believe they can eliminate the negative effects of the 

Symptomatic Child if they (the Parental Children) can just 

be "good enough." The second category, auxiliary roles, 

are not considered to significantly alter the family system. 

The auxiliary roles are the child advocate, the child analyst, 

and the child therapist. 

Wegscheider described the roles she had observed in 

her clinical families in her book Another Chance (1981) and 

her video The Family Trap (1988). The four roles she 

conceptualized were Hero, Scapegoat, Lost Child, and Mascot 

(see Appendix B). These roles have become very popular in 

t ven though she states alcohol iiterature and recovery cen ers e 

Sole ly to families with alcohol that they are not limited 

and/or drug problems. 

has verified that non-ACOAs as 
Research on her roles 

We ll as ACOAs do identify with them. 
Treadway (1987) found 

• which there is a 
her roles a lso emerge in families in 
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chronic a lly i ll or i nsane 
parent , an early death of a parent, 

incest or phys i cal abuse , 0 r a pa r ticularl y dif f icul t divorce . 

ve r diano, Peterson, a nd Hicks (1990) revealed that alcoholi c 

sub j ects rated higher on the Scapegoat and Lost Child roles 

while the nona l coholic subjects rated highest on the Hero 

role. The y also found that more women identified themselves 

as Heroes and more men identified themselves as Scapegoats. 

Wegscheider (1981) contends that each person is a 

combination of six areas which she calls "potentials" and 

that an individual's self-worth is based on the amount that 

each of these "potentials" is filled. These are labeled 

as Emotional, Social, Mental, Physical, Spiritual, and 

Volitional (the capacity for making choices). Each role 

is conceptualized in terms of these "potentials." She assumes 

that the self-worth of the alcoholic gradually erodes and 

thereby, effects all others in the system. The following 

descriptions are based solely on her theory. Even though 

the materials appear to have been accepted as fact, her theory 

has not been verified through extensive empirical research. 

Thus, it should not be assumed that the following information 

is factual. It is for the most part, conjecture. 

Heroes. 

One ro le that appears to be most 
The Hero role is the 

a (fl.·rst borns) and Heroes are 
ete rmi ned by birth order 

considered to be enablers-in-training. 
They identify more 
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~ 1 h heir parents ha n · th wi thei r s i' b l ' 1ngs , but mos t ly the y 
identify with th e nonal cohol i c s 

pouse , often refe r red to 
as t he enabl e r . He r oe s learn to be pos 1· t 1· ve and s uccessful , 

in fact , it i s th is succes s tha t makes it dif f i cult fo r Heroes 

to s ee k or parti c ipa t e in treatment. Th ey learn to gain 

approval by preventi ng others' anger, giving people what 

they wa nt, keepi ng the negative feelings inside, and 

pro j ec ting only the positives. They do not talk to outsiders 

about the problem because that is not keeping the family 

peace and they believe others would not like them if they 

knew the truth. Nor does one discuss the drinking problem 

with other family members; it is just something they have 

learned not talk about. They also do not work for their 

own self-esteem, but for the family's sake; they are 

"supposed" to fix the problems by being successful enough. 

Wegscheider posits that Heroes usually leave the family 

early to progress toward some future glory. Often these 

members seek careers as doctors, lawyers, counselors, 

teachers, or some other helping profession. According to 

the research by Marsh (1988), first born females are more 

likely to choose a helping profession while first born males 

f . ld In her study of college are found in t he business 1e • 

studen t s , she found that 42% of the social work students 

Only Ch1'ldren compared to 30% of the were first born or 

business students. Work students were also t wo The social 

from a family affected by times more likely to have come 



anc~ 
m0rnh0 r w1 h alcoh 1 b . 

0 eing he numbe r on subs 
F1f y percen ft 0 he social work students ha d 

a eas one alcohol o r drug addicted parent 
compared to 

23 of he business students. The business students we r e 

WO imes more likely to come from 
a home affected by the 

sole addiction of workaholism . 

Some Heroes marry alcoholics . According to this theory, 

they were enablers -in-training. Crawford and Phyfer (1988) 

have ident ified the adult corollary of the Hero role as the 

Workaholic or the Codependent. No matter how successful 

they become , they maintain a sense of guilt and inadequacy 

because they were unable to eradicate the family problem. 

They may continue attempts to correct this in future 

relationships. 

Heroes feel inadequate, a trait no one else sees. 

Although they know they have been successful, they never 

succeeded in their one true goal. Anger may consume them-

striving so hard to be so good, living in a family that took 

so much and gave so little, critical and irritable parents, 

and anger at self for giving to others at a high personal 

expense . However , this anger must not be displayed, it must 

be buried because good children don't get angry. Heroes 

then continue to punish themselves with guilt because they 

believe that they should not even possess angry feelings 

or thoughts . 
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:-oc1ally , Herons · 
~ main ain d1· stance . They learned ha 

1 1s no safe o ge to 1 0 c ose to anyone . The deve lopmen 

of h ir mental and h · P ys1cal potentials depends on which 

is st ronge r . Physical ly agile Heroes may become superior 

in sports while others focus on their mental abilitie s . 

Again , regardless of their achievements, they always believe 

they could do better if they just tried a little harder. 

He r oes do not search for the deeper meaning of 

spirituality. Searching would demand that they face what 

has been repressed in order to survive. They may also find 

that obeying the family rules is not consistent with honesty 

and truth. 

Heroes are not Heroes by choice--they are born to it. 

Heroes believe they have to be good and do good things, there 

is no other option. Treatment for these children is difficult 

due to their past successes and the fact that their symptoms 

are considered to be positive social attributes. Wegscheider 

reports that she was her family's Hero. 

Brisbane's research (1989) on the Heroes in black 

alcoholic families showed an interesting difference for 

blacks. ·In these families, the oldest female, regardless 

of birth order, was classified as the Hero. These females 

are influenced more by racial and cultural factors than by 

they are expected to be "second mothers" family dys function; 

and to set high personal goals. If alcohol is effecting 

the family system , the most significant difference is the 



~1, s e r o f ha hv par 1 " J n a role models . Oft n these femal s 
lave horn arly, as O her Heroes b t . 

, u their purpose is to 

repa r e a safe place for younger sibli' ngs . 
Even after l eaving 

home , he oldest female continues to hold her status with 

both older and younger siblings (B · b r 1s ane , 1989) . 

Scapegoats . 

According to Wegscheider (1981, 1988), h t e Scapegoat 

is usually the s econd born child. However, if the first 

two children a re o f opposite sex or have widely divergent 

talents , both may exhibit Hero qualities. Scapegoats usually 

withdraw in some way from the family system because they 

neve r feel good enough to even compete with the Hero. While 

Heroes are busy relating to the nonalcoholic spouse, 

Scapegoa t s relate to the Dependent spouse and often become 

f uture Dependents {Crawford & Phyfer, 1988; Wegscheider, 

19 81, 1988 ) . They oppose Heroes in many ways. They become 

underachievers, defiant, irresponsible, and trouble makers. 

They s e em not to care, but it is only a cover to hide their 

des pe r a t e need for attention and affection--they believe 

it is the f ami ly who does not care. Parents may perpetuate 

the maintenance of this role as they continue to brag on 

the Hero and ma ke competition seem virtually impossible or 

fruitless for the Sc apegoats. Scapegoats may also be 

designated by the parents {Wright, Hoffman & Gore, 1988). 
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This allows th e fami l y unit t h. 
0 sift blame from the alcoholic 

t o the child an d thus reinforc e the den1· a1 
system . 

Studying adoles c e nt Scape t . 
goa s , Simons and Robertson 

(1989) defined a series o f actions that occur for these 

childr en . First , ch ildren exper1.· ence d ' 
1rect or indirect 

parental rejection . The child reacts with aggressive behavior 

and identifi cat i on with a deviant peer group. In turn, the 

adolescent displays deviant behavior which may include 

substance abuse. An opposing point of view would find 

parental rejection following the aggressive adolescent 

behavior rather than preceding it. This study did not find 

a relationship between being a Scapegoat and parental drinking 

patterns. 

Scapegoats may run away from home, fail in school, become 

promiscuous, steal, drink, or use drugs. There is 

considerable overlap between Kaufman's description of an 

adolescent substance abuser and Wegscheider's description 

of the Scapegoat. Kaufman (1985) proposes that substance 

abuse in adolescents may actually be a cry for help. If 

a parent(s) drinks and the denial system is already 

established, it will be easier to deny the adolescent's 

substance abuse problem (Morehouse, 198 4 ). 

another possibility for female Scapegoats. 

Pregnancy is 

Sexual activity 

tt mpt to gain the love at an early age is perceived as an a e 

b t sex can also and intimacy they could not find at home, u 

. pregnancy, or abortion. involve venereal disease , 
When a 
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girl becomes pr eg nan t sh 
' e may perceive that someone did 

love he r , if only f or a short time . 
She may also see the 

baby a s some one she can love without 
pain and someone that 

will love her in return (Wegscheider, 1981 ). 

Scapegoats are often c d onsume with anger, in fact, they 

seem to be the only child allowed the • privilege of expressing 

their anger (Miller & Ripper, 1988). Their anger can lead 

to raging vengeance or become an attitude of hostility, but 

the underlying feeling is hurt. After receiving so little 

love and trust, they do not have much to give. They also 

carry a tremendous burden of guilt. They don't want to break 

the rules, but their role demands it (Wegscheider, 1981 ). 

Their peer group becomes the primary institution through 

which to learn social skills. The skills they acquire are 

shallow and self-centered at best, at worst, they become 

manipulating and exploiting. Scapegoats also lack honesty 

and genuine concern for others. 

These children may use their mental potential to become 

In the leader of their peer group or to devise schemes. 

their identification with the Dependent, they learn the 

connections between drinking and problem-solving and not 

, t' They also learn being held responsible for ones ac ions. 

• • 11 b d lse drinks. 11 Many discover how to rationalize: Every O Ye 

that t . ·s better than no attention and for 
negative atten ion 1 

. ht to J·uvenile court. some this can lead straig 
For some 

threat to one's physical being is 
Scapegoats, the ultimate 



he 1ncr as d ri sk of suicide 
or suicide attempts 

(\..'egsche id r, 1981 ) . 

Wegscheide r writes th t 
a Scapegoats , like Heroes , did 

not choose their role , but are compelled to act it out. 

With this , she questions if we can truly hold Scapegoats 

responsible in a spiritual sense, although, legally they 

are responsible for their actions. scapegoats, according 

to Wegscheider (1981 ), are carried toward trouble by some 

"unseen force" that they do not understand. 
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Scapegoats, in treatment, learn that they have everything 

to gain and little to lose by giving up their role. Due 

to their acting out, they may be the first family member 

to be referred to treatment and they may be the first to 

break the "Don't Talk" family rule. After treatment, many 

Scapegoats become Heroes. This in turn can result in a two 

Hero family or the future may find that the Hero and the 

Scapegoat have exchanged family roles. This same situation 

may occur when the Hero exists the home. Oddly, these two 

roles are the most frequently exchanged roles in the family. 

Schachter (1985) used the terms "sibling 

deidentification" to refer to siblings who contrast in 

personality and "split-parent identification" for siblings 

that each identify with a different parent. These phenomena 

have been viewed in both clinical and nonclinical populations. 

• 11 of children were studied, "sibling When "f irst born pairs 

deidentification " was evidenced in two-thirds of the pairs. 



p,1 l r;, 1r s born child r en wi h 

d s 1gnifica n l y l ess " s ibli ng 
de1 ·en 1 1c a 10n . " Whe n he " f ir s t born pa1· r s " 

r, 4 

hird born 

ma nifest 
s1gn1f1can di f fe r ences th 

' e y may be able to avoid compar i s on , 

compe iti on , and con flict . Th e greatest contrast within 

"firs bo rn pai r s " was found 1· n same sex siblings; opposite 

sex siblings d isp layed less contrast . This provides support 

fo r Weg sc he i de r's hypothesis . If the first pair of children 

are of opposite sex , there may be two Heroes while same sex 

chil dren are more apt to take on separate and opposite roles. 

Lost Children . 

According to Wegscheider's theory, this role is very 

different from the previous two in that it is the role least 

likely to be influenced by birth order and is more dependent 

on the temperament of the child. The Lost Child role, like 

the Scapegoat role, is perceived by Wegscheider as a negative 

ro le with both roles resulting in low self-esteem. Where 

the Scapegoats ' response to the situation is to act-out, 

Lost Children passively accept their position as though 

nothing more is deserved . Their self-esteem relays this 

same message : d Even though it isn't "This is all I eserve. 

h II occas 1·onally, the Lost Child may mu c , it's all there is . 

switch ove r to the Scapegoat role. 

ld ass ume the Lost Child role , 
Whe n thi r d born chi ren 

he y a s sume a low pr ofil e and display shyness, quietness, 
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and w1 hdrawal . Feeli ng like an outsider , they cope with 
the situation by avoiding it and, 

'getting lost." They learn 
quickly that the stage is f 11 

u and proceed to stay ou t of 

everyone's way . Their nub mer one coping strategy is 

avoidance . Even though withdrawing appears to be their idea, 

these children often blame themselves for not fitting into 

the family . Families quickly encourage th ' is role; they are 

happy to have a child that never causes any trouble. 

The isolation is both positive in that it insulates 

the child from the negative effects of the alcoholic family, 

and negative in that many social skills are never learned. 

It also bears the message that one is not important nor are 

one's needs. Lost Children avoid conflict not only as 

children, but also as adults. Escape allows them the 

perception of control. When children are isolated from the 

family unit, they do not have opportunities to experience 

intimacy in the family, therefore, intimacy may prove very 

difficult for these children. In high school, the social 

calendars of Lost Children are bare or they may become 

sexually active in a desperate search for intimacy and 

acceptance. Wegscheider proposes that they may marry several 

times without success or not at all. 

t Ch 1
'ldren are lonely. When loneliness 

Emotionally, Los 

l
· s . avoi'dance behavior, it becomes a 

combined with their 

self-fulfilling prophecy. 
Thus, socially inept children 

may result. Their list of friends will be scant. 
If 
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friendships do ex ist, they are general ly 
"one - at-a-time" 

events . 

Readi ng or deve loping hobbies may occupy the minds of 

the Lost Children and their affections may be placed in a 

f avor ite toy or a pet. These children do not get involved 

i n attention-getting activities, but may be found performing 

solitary projects such as eating or watching television. 

This group appears to suffer more illness and injury than 

their siblings. This could be the child's way of gaining 

desperately needed attention. Lost Children are reported 

to be bedwetters, asthma sufferers, and at high risk for 

tranquilizer use or abuse. Although Lost Children usually 

avoid spirituality, if they are exposed to the concept, they 

can develop their spirituality in-depth. 

As for choices, Lost Children believe there are no 

choices, they are simply to accept what is given to them. 

This view easily affects adulthood with adult children 

believing that there are still no choices. Materialism 

develops to compensate for the loneliness and feelings of 

low self-worth. In other words, possessions become their 

self-value: "I am worth what my possessions are worth." 

Concerning their alcohol and/or drug use, Lost Children are 

usually binge users. These children, if and when they seek 

11 do so for sexual concerns or 
therapy as adults, usua Y 

b l.
·n the1.· r intimate relationship(s) 

ecause of difficulty 

( Wegscheider, 1 9 81 ) • S eek careers as writers, They may 
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pai n e r s , o r accountants (M ' ll . 1 er & Ripper , 1988) . Research 
by Schumrum and Hartma n (198 8 l revealed that individuals 
who cope by withdrawing t 

may e nd to su ff er from chronic career 
indecision . According to Crawford and Phyfer {1988 ), 

adulthood may find Los t Children w1.· th • • f . s1gn1 1.cant social 

skill deficits and/ or suffering from obesity. 

Mascots. 

Following Wegscheider's observations, an attribute of 

alcoholism applies to each role. Heroes and Scapegoats share 

compuls i on in that they believe that they have no choice 

but to act in their role prescribed manners. Lost Children 

associate with denial by believing that they do not matter 

and the situation is best dealt with by avoiding it or denying 

that problems exist. Delusion is associated with the Mascots 

as they are led to believe that the family does not have 

any problems. 

Mascots are usually the last born child, the baby of 

the family. In the alcoholic family, they are assumed to 

arrive after the family situation has worsened. This stage 

finds the family members protecting the "baby" from the 

negative effects of the alcoholism, even to the point that 

they withhold information and may even lie to the youngS t er. 

hold this position until another It seems the Lost Child may 

their "baby of the family" status 
baby is bor n when they lose 

to the Mascot . a Child in the family who requires 
If the re is 



~ 1 rr1~l ~~ en 10n ( g 
· ., mental or physical handic ap , 

chronically ill , o r an only . 
son ln a sibli ng system of 

daugh e rs or daugh t e r in a f amily of sons ) , they may a lso 

be ove rl y protected from adverse c d't• on 1 ions. 

Mascots a r e l ike both the Hero d th · an e Scapegoat 1n 

that they ga in positive attention for their behavior and 

r ~ ,, 

di ve rt a ttention away from the Dependent. They learn quickly 

that clowning around brings positive attention and diverts 

the attention away from any tense or uncomfortable moments. 

They offer a tension relief for the whole family, therefore, 

the family is prone to encourage the continuance of this 

behavior. These children can also vent their hyperactivity 

through annoying habits and behavior, but as a general rule, 

positive attention is received. This, in turn, gives Mascots 

control over the group and provides temporary security. 

These children are afraid. They never really know what 

others are thinking. They are not even sure what they 

themselves are thinking. Wegscheider writes of a woman from 

an alcoholic home who said when she was younger, she was 

afraid of something, but she didn't know what. When she 

talked with her mother and sister, they told her that there 

was nothing to worry about. Knowing that there is something 

b sis for worry may lead wrong , but having others deny any a 

According to Wegscheider, as a 
to insecurity in a child. 

t . the Mascots' first fear is 
r e su l t of poor reality tes ing, 

fo r t hei r own sanity . 1 Worry about whether or not They a so 



he fam1 y un1 wills ay intact . 
Intertwined is an 

underlying fea r of abandonment and 
disintegration of the 

fami y . They instinctively know that 
some type of danger 

is present, an invisible danger that 
they can not name, and 

that others deny even exist. 

Wegscheide r theorizes that M ascots are manipulators. 

They use thei r talents to divert attention to themselves 

and to gain control over situations. However, if this is 

their only talent, it can be their worst enemy. People may 

never take them seriously, and worse yet, they may not know 

how to be serious even when it is required by the 

circumstances. Under these conditions, these children may 

be perceived as annoying and their antics are met with 

negative attention and their self-esteem suffers accordingly. 

Wegscheider states that as Lost Children withdraw from 

contact with others, Mascots need it like air and water. 

The Mascot role may not encourage physical or mental 

development, but it does demand social qualities and skills. 

Even though these attributes may be shallow, they are the 

strength of the Mascots. While Mascots are overly protected 

and never really know other people, others do not know the 

person behind the Mascot smile. 

Mascots are perceived by Wegscheider as hyperactive 

d Stature than their siblings. 
an usually of smaller 

This 

has not been supported by research. 
she proposes that they 

t . n deficit hyperactivity 
may be diagnosed with an atten 10 -
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hey may be placed 
on medication. She f ear s 

tha thi s situation wi ll create 
a mi nd -set for the child 

of using a subs tanc e to alter b h . 
e avior and possibly lead 

t o futur e chemical abuse. H 
owever, the research to support 

this hypothesi s is inconclusive (Dr. Ann Dillon, personal 

commu nication, June 25 , 1991 ). 

Mascots may be too busy gaining att t · t en ion o concentrate 

their efforts into studying or learning much of anything. 

wegscheider feels that it is not that they do not have the 

mental capabilities, simply that they do not utilize them. 

In Wegscheider's conceptualization, Mascots may be afraid 

to look inside, afraid of what they will find, or maybe that 

they will not find anything of value if they do look. Just 

as they cannot concentrate on studying, they cannot 

concentrate on spirituality issues. Quietness and meditation 

are not in their repertoire of talents. 

Adulthood may find Mascots as immature as they were 

as children, continuing their diversion measures, or being 

protected by their parents, spouse, or their own children. 

They may never have learned appropriate methods for dealing 

with stress and may continue to practice denial just as their 

families did before. Wegscheider theorizes that Mascots 

· · tection and balance from will often marry Heroes and gain pro 

them . 

Possibility of all the roles 
Mascots have the highest 

for . 1 ·11nesses and with their 
developing serious emotiona 1 



1 h pr sc r i · p i on dru gs , may e xhibi 
;: , cr1ca rl p n ncy ( W gsche i de r 198 

' 1 ) or hypochondria s i s 
( ra~f o r d & Phyfe r, 

1988) . In treatment , the number one 

0 oa l 1 s o h lp he ascot grow up . Taking life and treatment 
seriously is no usually found in the Mascots lis t of skills . 

Treatment fo r Adult Chi ldren of Alcoholics. 

In treatmen t , the labe l of ACOA or that of a specific 

r ole , can be helpfu l by providing a freedom to acknowledge 

the need for help a nd by providing guidelines for the 

t herapist (Bepko & Krestan, 1985; Cermak & Brown, 1982). 

But , just as we must not assume that all ACOAs are alike, 

we must not a ssume that all children who identify with a 

specific r ole are the same. According to the study by Settle 

(1988/1989) , ACOAs in therapy are not similar to those not 

in the r apy . Settle found that even though they suffered 

f r om similar problems, the ACOAs in therapy identified three 

diffe r enc es : (a) more negative perceptions of their family 

of origin exper iences, (b) their mothers drank more, and 

(c) there was more abuse within the family. Settle further 

states that this may be a result of therapy or that those 

not in therapy may be engaged in old denial or repression 

Patte rns . 

h Of ACOAS must be respected and treatment 
Te di ve r si ty 

d l· n order to address the 
for ACOAs must be individuali ze 

Par icular needs of the client . 
Ni ven (1984) r evea l ed that 
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the ma 1o r1 Y o f he rapists are ACOA 
s . This may be positive, 

he he rapist may be better able to 
relate to the 

circumstances of the client and 
more knowledgeable about 

the r el ated issues , or negative 
' i f the therapist i s unable 

to approach and help clients who 
are effected by an alcohol 

problem . 

Basic treatment goal s are to help ACOAs understand and 

accept tha t they are not the cause of the alcohol problem 

nor are th ey responsible for fixing the problem (Black, 

1981 a ) . Therapist should also address other mistaken 

assumptions, faulty logic, and unhealthy life patterns 

(Delaney et. al., 1989). Pilat and Jones (1984/1985) 

recommend that children from alcoholic homes should be 

educated about alcoholism, learn to express their feelings, 

and be assisted in building self-esteem. Their denial system 

should be confronted and they should be encouraged to 

participate in Alateen and other support groups (Pilat & 

Jones, 1984/1985). ACOAs must be validated for surviving 

the family dynamics and reminded that they do possess courage 

and personal power. 1 1 Of "Don't Talk" Breaking the fami y rue 

is reframed as talking can lead to self-actualization. Since 

it is possible for ACOAs to become over invested in therapy 

and place unrealistic expectations on the therapi5t ' it is 

necess a ry to "we an" them into an Al-Anon or ACOA support 

gr Another treatment method is to 
oup (Mulry , 1987 ). 

11 structure by utilizing the process 
recreate 11 the family 



via 

he pas 

r q n1a Sa i r' s family of 
or igin map (Ch i ld e r s , 

ace ( 978) s ugges ts four therapy goals : (a) accep 

a s i t hap pe ned without d ' 1stortion or minimi zation , 
(b) "own " t he past , (c) see the past honestly , d (d ) an accept 

t he l ikelihood that the past may influence the present . 

Wal l ac e be lieves that the third goal is the most valuabl e 

tool because it allows one the opportunity to learn and to 

prevent repeating disastrous mistakes. 

Treatment must also address the loss of the childhood 

role. The role has previously provided a sense of security 

and self-definition. Children, especially younger children, 

may believe that if they restructure their lives they will 

no longer have power to receive attention from the parents. 

This may also be their first experience with feeling anger 

toward the Dependent, but they are still heavily influenced 

by the past rules about anger being bad or not allowed. 

Adult children must also learn to readjust their behavior 

and cognitive patterns. This readjustment may apply to 

parents and siblings as well as the alcoholic's spouse and 

children (Passarello, 1988/1989). 

Crawford and Phyfer (1988) suggest specific treatment 

issues for each of Wegscheider's roles. For the Heroes, 

it is important to assist them in realistic expectations 

of themselves and of others , examining needless 

dis appoi ntme nts , and disputing irrational beliefs of 



responsibili ty. scapegoats need 
t o learn sel f-management 

and how to respect authority 
and structure. This may be 

accomplished through cogni t ' 
1.ve self-St atements concerni ng 

the relationship between specifi'c 
behaviors and the 

consequences. Lost Children must examine the effects of 

6 4 

withdrawa l from others. They should be assisted in increasing 

t heir overall trust level and · in being willing to be 

vulnerable by opening up to others. The therapist should 

be prepared for depression to surface in these children. 

Mascots need to build competence in themselves and learn 

how to exchange being funny for being productive. 

Support Groups. 

Alcoholics Anonymous (AA), established in 1935, is a 

support group for alcoholics who have the desire to quit 

drinking. Following suit in the 1960s and 1970s, Al-Anon 

was established as a support group for nonalcoholic persons 

married to alcoholics. This approach has grown in popularity 

resulting in groups for children of alcoholics being formed 

under the umbrella of Al-Anon. In 1981, 15 groups were listed 

while in 1989, the number was 1,900. In 1984, The National 

Association for Children of Alcoholics was formed by Claudia 

Black and others. In many areas, ACOA meetings are separate 

from the Al-Anon group. Becoming even more specific in age 

groups, Alateen and Alatot have also been established. 



A Journey through Oz . 

Miller and Ripper (1 988) 
wrote the book Followi ng the 

Yellow Brick Road as a guide for the 
recovery of ACOAs. 

The reason for giving this a speci'al t 
sec ion, is because 
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of their r e f r eshing a nd entertaining approach and descriptions 

of ACOAs. The y follow the premise of Wegscheider and Black 

regarding the family roles and describe the roles accordingly, 

however, their additions are the positives of each role and 

the progressive steps each role follows on the road to 

recovery. While other writers seem to focus on the negatives 

of growi ng up in an alcoholic home, Miller and Ripper give 

a brighter sense of hope and healthiness. Although they 

acknowledge that problems may result from growing up in an 

alcoholic home, they do not blame the parents. They suggest 

that ACOAs should take responsibility for themselves and 

focus on their strengths. 

In their book, they use some of the main characters 

from The Wizard of Oz to depict the roles of ACOAs as 

(1981 1988) Dorothy represents described by Wegscheider , • 

an ACOA in general. The Scarecrow represents the Hero. 

A few of ~he strengths of the scarecrow are organization, 

and leadership qualities. dependability, self-reliance, 

attention to details, and 
He is also a good listener, pays 

is sensitive to others. 

Provided. 

This is only a sample of the list 
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The Wi cked Wi tch of the W t . 
es illustrates the Scapegoat. 

Good qualitie s of this role include loyalty to and 

protectiveness of friends, spontaneity, 
assertiveness, and 

openness (doesn't keep family secrets). 
Scapegoats have 

diverse personalities and are adaptable, 
energetic, and 

creative. 

The Lost Child is symbolized by the Cowardly Lion. 

Although this association seems odd, internally they both 

share insecurity and fears of abandonment and confrontation. 

Lost Children learn to be independent, self-reliable, and 

empathetic. They develop realistic expectations, enjoy time 

alone, and are appreciative individuals. They also care 

about others, appreciate friends, make good listeners, and 

are compassionate. 

The Tin Man exemplifies the Mascot. Positives for the 

Mascots are numerous. A few of these are spontaneity, 

compassion, loyalty, self-motivation, humor, and imagination. 

These children know how to have fun and how to identify others 

in need of their humor. They are sensitive to others and 

pay attention to details. 

Different roles share some of the same positive 

due to t he fact that they are all characteristics (maybe 

ACOAs) and many Of the Same t raits, listed as negatives by 

d as Positive qualities. other writers, are reframe 
Miller 

f recovery for each 
ana Ripper also describe the process 0 

including possible pitfalls. 
role using a step-by-step chart 



Rcs1lic n ACOl\s . 

ACOAs a r e no t homogeneous , not all ACOAs have problems 
and no a l l deve lo p pe rve r se 

qual i ties (Goodman, 19 87; Mi l ler 

& Rippe r , 1988 ; Ni ve n, 1984 ; Passarella, 1 / 
988 1989; Stark, 

1987 ; We gscheider, 1981) . 
It may depend on several interwoven 

facto r s (Sta r k , 1987) and there may be benefits to growing 

up i n an alcoholic home (Goodman 1987· M'll & · , , i er Ripper, 

19 88 ,· Niven , 1984) . Even th h 11 oug a ACOAs do not develop 

problems either as children or later as adults, in an attempt 

to help those in distress, the focus is on those who do rather 

than on those who do not. In a research review, Burk and 

Sher (1988) conclude that those who adapt and do not suffer 

problems may have become the new group of "forgotten 

children," although this hypothesis has not been validated 

through research. Studying those that do not develop 

problems, "resilients," may provide valuable insight into 

helping those ACOAs who have not made the journey untouched. 

In 1979, el-Guebaly and Offord reported that some 

children who were raised in alcoholic homes have the ability 

to cope and master their environment and thus appear 

These invulnerable to the negative effects of alcoholism. 

children also reported a strong relationship with their 

Werner (1986) found that at age 18, 
nonalcoholic parent. 

. d considerable attention from 
resilient children had receive 

. their first year of life, 
the i r primary caregiver during 

affectionate" infants, did 
wer e perceived as "cuddly and 



no ~ havr a you ng r sibli ng b . 
o rn du ring thei r first two year s 

of life , and mari al conflic t , 
was minor. The children in 

this s udy also displayed ah 
eal th i e r wel l-bei ng and 

psychological health . They we re more responsible, more 
caring, had a highe r deg r ee f 1 0 se f-control, were more 

tolerant of individua l differences d , an operated with an 

internal locus of control . Overall, females were found to 

be mo r e r es i l ient than males. Females and those with 

alcohol i c f athers are believed to be at a lower risk for 

problem development than males and those with alcoholic 

mothers . Scott's study (1989) revealed an opposing view. 

Wh ile males believed that growing up in a alcoholic home 

had helped them be better adjusted, the females did not agree. 

Bachner-Schnorr (1987/1988) compared ACOAs with 

non-ACOAs. The results of her study showed that ACOAs were 

much like the general population in that they were highly 

motivated. Additional findings were that they may be more 

readily able to grasp new ideas, more assertive, more 

self-reliant, and more resourceful than the general 

population. 

Werner (1986) , Beidler (1989), and Gomberg (1989 ) do 

ld b categorized or subjected 
not believe that children shou e 

t Category simply because of their 
o a s eparate diagnosti c 

Pa r ent ' s dr i nk ing behavior . 
It is much more complicated 

than that . 
t requires stringent study, 

It is a condition tha 



h hiqh 1nvcs mc nt s o f time and energy--easy and simple 
,,,.- l , , 

ans~crs should n o be allowed to prevail (Gomberg , 1989) . 



CHAPTER 3 

Me thodology 

subjects 

Subjects in this study were 

introductory psychology classes. 

were females and 49 were males. 

roles descriptions (adapted from 

volunteers from undergraduate 

Of the 194 subjects, 145 

They were given the family 

Wegscheider, 1981 }, the 

Family-of-Origin Scale (Hovestadt, Piercy, Anderson, Cochran, 

and Fine, 1985), the Children of Alcoholics Screening Test 

(J. W. Jones, 198 1 ), and the General Information Sheet which 

requested demographic information. 

Instruments 

The four role descriptions were based on the theoretical 

position of Wegscheider (1981, 1988). The characteristics 

of each role (Hero, Scapegoat, Lost Child, and Mascot) were 

identified in paragraph form (see Appendix E). Information 

on the proposed connection of birth order and the roles was 

withheld in order to minimize the respondent's bias. Also 

withheld in the role descriptions was the link between the 

roles and growing up in a family affected by alcohol abuse. 

See Chapter 2 of this paper for a complete description of 

each role. 

. Scale (_FOS} was designed to 
The Family-of-Origin 

11 levels of autonomy and intimacy 
reliably measure perceived 

. Based on these autonomy and 
in one 's family of origin. 
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intimacy scores , levels of 
perceived health in one's fam i l y 

of origin are infe r red" (H 
ovestadt et al., 1985, pg. 288). 

The 40 - item que stionnaire ( 
see Appendix F) is based 

on the fi ve family aspects identified by Lew1.· s, 
Beavers, 

Gossett, a nd Phillips {1976) in their investigations of 

healthy families. These constructs are power structure, 

family individuation, acceptance of separation and loss, 

perception of reality, and affect (pg. 51 ). They theorize 

that healthy families have a clearly defined and acceptable 

hierarchical power structure. The overall structure of the 

family is malleable and allows for growth and differentiation 

of its members. Individuals, in these families, respect 

both separateness from and attachment to the other family 

members. Healthy families extend warmth, openness, and 

empathy to family members as well as nonfamily members. 

On the FOS, the most healthy answer receives a score 

of 5 while the least healthy answer is scored as 1, thus, 

total scores on the FOS range from 40 to 200. The two 

d ' th' the FOS are the autonomy subscale subscales containe w1. in 

1 While this instrument has and the intimacy subsca e. 

each subscale has not been subscales, reliability for 

established. h used the overall Most research studies ave 

Fos score as an indication of perceived family of origin -
mental heal th. 

for the original research 
The normative sample used 

graduate students at East 
involved 278 undergraduate a nd 
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Texas State University. The mean scores 

were not significantly different (blacks 
for blacks and whites 

= 147.0 and whites 
= 144.1, .E < .05). 

A test-retest reliability coefficient 

of .97 was obtained ove · ran interval of two weeks on 41 

graduate psychology students. c · t 
ri erion-related validation 

of the FOS is noted in measures of self-actualization in 

undergraduates (Hovestadt et al., 1985). Validity was tested 

by finding a significant difference between the perceived 

health of the family of origin between men in non-alcohol

distressed marriages and men in alcohol-distressed marriages 

(Holter, 1982). 

Several researchers have found the utilization of the 

FOS beneficial in their research. Fine and Hovestadt (1984) 

found that higher scores of the FOS related to higher scores 

of rationality and more positive perceptions of marriage. 

Wilcoxon and Hovestadt (1985) also supported the finding 

among persons involved in both brief and prolonged years 

of marriage to their current spouse. Canfield's (1984) 

findings suggest that the FOS score predicts a positive 

relationship between family of origin perceptions and current 

family functioning. 

Andrasi (1986/1987) found that adult children of 

. f . 1 of origin as less healthy 
alcoholics perceived their ami Y 

t (1988) found reliable 
than a comparable group. Bonning on 

. d f divorced individuals 
support for the FOS in his stu Y 0 

. d health of the family of 
in Which self-worth and perceive 
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ori gi n we r e significantly co 1 rre ated. Bonnington (1 989 ) 
conducted anothe r study and f d 

oun that for women there is 
a r elat ions hip be tween perceived health of 

the family and 
sel f -esteem, this correlation wa t 

8 no present for the male 
subjects. Administering the FOS t . 

-- 0 novice counselors, 

revealed that those scoring lower on the 
FOS had higher skills 

in interpersonal facilitation (Wilcoxon , Walker & Hovestadt, 

1989). 

Additional studies (Lee, Gordon, and O'Dell, 1989; Mazer, 

Mangrum, Hovestadt, and Brashear, 1990) point to the overall 

score as most useful. They found that the subscales were 

not of much value as they seem to measure the same factors. 

However, the overall score does continue to differentiate 

among clinical populations, therefore, only the total score 

will be used in this experiment. In some studies (Canfield, 

1984; Hovestadt et al., 1985), the total FOS scores were 

divided into three categories: high, middle, and low. The 

results oft tests of independent samples showed that the 

subject pool in this study was not comparable to the groups 

in the previous studies, therefore, the score divisions were 

not implemented in this research. 

The Children of Alcoholics Screening Test (CAST) (J. 

rous studies to W. Jones, 1981) has been used in nume 

h l ' c homes and children 
differentiate children from alco O 1 

a· G) The 30-item 
from nonalcoholic homes (see Appen ix • 

. 's feelings, attitudes, 
questionnaire measures offspring 
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perceptions , a nd experiences 1 re ated to their parent's 
dr i nki ng behavior. It focuses on the accepted 

characteristics 
of growi ng up in an alcoholic home 

such as emotional distress 
associated with parental drinking, 

perceptions of 

alcohol-related marital discord, efforts to control parental 

drinking, exposure to alcohol-related family violence, 

perception of parent(s) as alcoholic, a desire for help, 

and attempts to escape the alcoholic family system (Pilat 

and Jones, 1984/1985). Each question is answered with "yes" 

or "no." "Yes" answers are tallied to determine the total 

score. The total score may range from 0-30. According to 

the established standards of the CAST, a score of 0-1 

indicates children with nonalcoholic parents, a 2-5 score 

indicates children with a parent who is a problem drinker 

or possibly an alcoholic, and a score of 6 or more indicates 

those who are more than likely children of at least one 

alcoholic parent. 

Validity was first determined in a study where 82 

children of clinically diagnosed alcoholics and 15 

self-reported children of alcoholics were compared wi th 

responses of 118 children who were in a rand0mly selected 

Cot l f Ch1' ldren of nonalcoholic parents. n ro group o 
All 30 

1 discriminate children 
CAST items were found to significant Y - ) The correlation of 
of alcoholics from controls (£ < .OS • 

CAST scores yielded a validity 
group scores with total 

- and a reliability coefficient 
coefficient of • 78 (£ < .000 1 ) 
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of .9 8 (J. ·w . Jones, 19 82 b ) . 
Therefore th , e CAST appears 

to be both a reasonabl y reliabl 
e and valid instrument. 

The General Information shee t ( . 
see Appendix H) was 

designed to gain pertinent demographic . f . 
1n ormat 1on from each 

subject including age, sex and bi th d 
' r or er of siblings . 

Procedure 

Subj e cts we re surveyed either indivi dua ll y , in s mall 

grou ps , or during th e ir classroom mee ting . Ea c h subject 

was given an informed consent for m and after they we r e 

collected the questionnaires we r e d i s tr ibuted . Ea ch 

questionnaire was explained and sub jects we r e given the 

opportunit y to ask questions if they \ere uncl ea r about any 

of the instructions. After complet ing all the su r eys , the 

subjects were dismissed . (See ppendix C for specific 

instructions . ) 

Each subject read the four rol e descriptions then wro te 

the name of the role they identifi ed with most often or wrote 

"Not Applicable" if they did not i dentify with any of the 

roles . They t hen compl eted the Family - of - Origin Scale (FOS) , 

the Children of Alcoholics Screening Te St (CST) , and th e 

General Information Sheet. 
All are self-report instruments . 



Total Subject Pool 

CHAPTER 4 

Results 

The ages of the mal 
es and females were similar: 145 

females (range= 17-42 years,~ age= 24 years, SD= 6.7) 

and 49 males (range= 18-41 years M , _age= 23.4 years, SD 

= 5.5). The mean educational level for th e group was 13.8 

Years (range= 12-17, SD= 1.5). S ' bl ' 1 1ngs per family averaged 

3. 0. 

Application of the family role identifications resulted 

in 54 subjects identifying with the Hero role, 17 with the 

Scapegoat role, 12 with the Lost Child role, and 51 with 

the Mascot role. There were 60 subjects who did not identify 

with any particular role. A significant difference was not 

found between sex and the five role options,~ (4, N = 194) 

= 4.8, E < .307). 

For the entire group, the mean on the Family-of-Origin 

FOS Scale (FOS) was 116.8 (range= 95-143 and SD= 7.2). 

scores for the females were range= 95-143, ~ = 11 6.5, SD 

105-133, _M = 117.6, SD= = 7.4 and for the males, range= 

6 3 l·n th1's study who identified with the .. The subjects 

not Perceive their family of 
Hero or the Mascot role did 

dl'd the scapegoats and the Lost 
origin to be healthier than 

Children. difference between those who 
Nor was there a 

identified with a role and those who did not. 
The mean FOS 

f . d as Heroes was 
SubJ· ects identi ie score for the group of 

76 
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117.98, for Scapegoats (M = 116 
- • 94 }' Lost Children (~ = 

112.67), Mascots (M = 116 73 ) 
- • ' and for those that did not 

identify with a specific role (_M = 116 - 58). A one-way 
analysis of variance did not 

reveal a significant relationship 
between any of the roles and th 

e Family-of-Origin Scale, 

F (4,189} = 1.392, E < .24). 

The overall group mean on the~ was 3.6 with no 

significant difference on the mean scores between males and 

females,! (192) = -.719, E < .17): femal (M 3 02 es _ = • , SD 

= 6.3), males(!'.!= 3.84, SD= 7.1). The Pearson 

product-moment correlation between the total FOS scores and 

the total scores on the CAST (Children of Alcoholics Screening 

Test) was marginally significant (£ = .1 57 , E < .0 52). The 

total CAST scores varied with the role option. The mean 

for the Lost Child group was higher than all the other role 

options, except Scapegoat, but it was not significantly 

higher. The group that did not identify with any role scored 

lowest on the CAST, but not significantly so. Those subjects 

that identified with the Scapegoat role had a tendency to 

the CAST than those identifying score significantly higher on 

and those not identifying with with the Mascot or Hero roles 

any of the roles, r (4,189) = 5.005 5 , E < .oo,. 

Since the CAST was designed to differentiate groups 

subjects. were divided into 
according to their total scores , 

. to the standards by three separate categories accord1 ng 

J. W. Jones (1981, 1982b). 
Table 1 shows the number of 



subjects in each f o the th 
r ee grou ps and t h 

fo r each group. e score cut-off 

Table 1 

CAST Groups 

Gr oup and 

CAST s core 

Gr oup 

0- 1 

Gro up 2 

2- 5 

Gro up 3 

- 30 

Num be r of 

su bjects 

134 

4 

Stat i s tical t e s son t h s 

Pe rc en t age •'ean 

of gr ou s sco r e 

9 . . 7 

8 . 2 ~. 

r o s no o e 

78 

a r e lat i onsh i p wi th th e t o a FOS scores , f ( , ) . 7 , 

£ < . JO. Th is may be a r esul o a ose o~ var a c ue 

0 gr ouping subje c t s o r t he i app r o · a e ess o r oup · ng 

subjects accordi ng t o t heir tota C scor es . 

Th e ma j orit y of He r oes (6 3 ) , Scape ~oa s ( 53% ) , ~ascots 

( 63%) , and those choosing t he o ro e op o ( 83 l ,1er e found 
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in Group 1. The majority 
of Lost Children 

in Group 3 (see Table 21 • ISO %) were located 

Table 2 

CAST Group and Role Options 

Role Opti ons 

CAST 

Group He ro Scapegoat Lost Ch ' l d sc o ~lo o 

39 9 32 50 

2 5 5 3 

3 1 0 7 

'cross-tally of the CST grou ps an he r o e o o s , s o d 

a xl (8 , = 194) = 17 . 78 , < . 0 

Comparing the FOS scores o ese r o s s a 

revealed that the means of the s e hr ee r o s ~ r e 0 

significantly different , I ( 2 , 1 9 ) = 

Interestingly, the mean FOS score of e 

sl · lghtly higher than that of the ot er wo 

Significantly higher. 

< • 30 . 

r gr o p was 

o ps , o 

0 



of the 90 first-borns in th· 
is study, 30 identified 

themselves as Heroes, approximately one-third identified 

·th the other roles, and th 
w1 e remaining 32 did not identify 

with any particular role. Second-born subjects also 

identified themselves as Heroes or Mascots (26 % for each 

role label) while 30% did not identify with any role. Only 

13% of the second-born subjects identified themselves as 

scapegoats. Table 3 shows a breakdown of each birth order 

position and the chosen role option. 

Birth order position and the roles of Hero, Scapegoat, 

and Lost Child were found to be independent categories,~ 

(28, !:! = 194) = 27.06, .E < .52. A marginal relationship 

was found for the Mascot role, xJ (7, !:! = 194) = 13.69, E 

< .057), however, this applies to earlier birth order not 

later birth order. 
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dl'fference was not found between the sexes A significant 

and birth order position, ~J (4, !:! = 194) = 4 - 81 , E < • 3o7 . 

Additional tests did not reveal significant relationships 

J (14 N = 194) = 16.81, between birth order and the FOS, ~ ' -

E < .27, nor birth order and the CAST, 

8,94, .E < .84. 

~ult Children of Alcoholics (ACOAs) 
and following the 

In search of additional information 
the subjects that scored 

recommendations of other researcherS, 

6 or more on the ~ ( Group 3 ' 
rated from N = 44) were sepa 



Table 3 

Birth or de r and the Ro l e Opt i ons -
Role Options 

Birth 

order Hero Scapegoat Lost Child Mascot No Role 

30 6 5 17 32 

2 1 2 6 3 12 14 

3 8 4 2 15 5 

1 1 5 6 
4 2 

1 0 2 
5 0 0 

0 0 
6 1 0 

0 1 0 

7 0 0 

1 0 
0 

8 1 0 

51 60 
12 

Tota l s 54 17 

8 1 
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the mai n subjec t pool and t he d 
ata were searched for 

diffe r ences within this group of individuals 
that are, 

according to Jones ' ~ (1981 ), children of 
alcoholics. 

females comprised 82% (~ = 36) of th1.' s group 
while males 

equaled 1 8 % ( ~ = 8) • These percentages are representative 

Of the larger subject pool. Age f th o e group was a mean 

25.7 years; women, 25.0 and men 25.8 years. Th e mean years 

of education for the group was 12.8 (range= 12-16, SD= 

3.02). The mean number of siblings was 3.4 per family. 

Of this group, 7 did not identify with a specific role, 

10 identified with the Hero role, 7 with the Scapegoat role, 

6 with the Lost Child role, and 14 with the Mascot role. 

There was no significant difference found between the roles 

and the sexes,~ (4, ~ = 44) = 11.22, E < .024, nor between 

the roles and birth order position,~ (16, N = 44) = 19.48, 

E < .25. 

The mean FOS score for this group was 117.84 (range 

= 105-143, SD= 7.113) with no significant difference between 

0 6 4 < 2 4 2 · women, ( _M = 11 8 • 4 4 , the sexes, .£:_ ( 1 , 4 2 ) = 1 • 4 , E • · 

SD 5 58) Using a one-way 
.§.Q. = 7 • 2 7 ) and men, ( ~ = 11 5 • 1 3, = • • 

was revealed among the five 
ANOVA, no significant difference 

F (4,39) = 1.9202, 
role options and the total~ scores, 

E. < .126. FOS score did not differ 
This group's mean -

of the original group (those 
significantly from the remainder 

Of 
nonalcoholics),! (192) = -1 .097, 

cons ide r ed t o be children 

E.< . 51 . 



This group's overall mean 
score on the~ was 14.73 

{range= 6-29, SD= 6.77). 
A Pearson d pro uct-moment 

correlation of .199, E < • 20 existed 
between the total FOS 

scores and the total _CAST s cores. 

the total CAST scores and the five 
A one-way ANOVA between 

role options showed that 
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scapegoats scored significantly higher th an Mascots and Lost 
Children. Scapegoats did t 

no score significantl y highe r 

than Heroes or those that did not i dentify wi t h a par t icular 

role, F (4,39) = 4.9639, E < .002. 

Additional Comments 

Several subjects noted t hat t hey had difficul t y in 

answering the questions on the FOS . One subjec t had spen t 

a considerable amount of time in f os te r care as well as with 

step-parents. Others had spent a part of their childhood 

with biological parents and the r emainder with one biologica l 

parent and a step-parent. Others expr essed that i t was hard 

for them to answer due to the various r elationships with in 

their family of origin whether it wa s wi th a pa r ticular pa r ent 

or siblings; "answers would have been di ffe r ent if I had 

completed this separately for each parent." One s tated t hat 

the answers applied to the time per i od befo r e he r pa r ents 

d. h opportunity to compliment 
ivorced. Some subjects took t e 

thei· r d t express t he i r grat i t ude 
parents / step-parents an ° 

for a "warm and happy family life· 
11 
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on the CAST scale, one subject commented that the answers 

l d have been "yes" if the questions had been directed wou 

r d siblings rather than parents. Many went into detail towa 

about a parent's drinking behavior and t wo subjects suggested 

that drug abuse be incorporated into the questions. Some 

ACOAS reported that the alcohol abusing parent had stopped 

drinking and/or had gone through treatment. 



CHAPTER 5 

Discussion 

Total Subject Pool -
A significant relationship bet 

ween the fi ve rol e options 
(Hero, Scapegoat, Lost Child, Mascot, 

and No role) and 
perceived family of origin health was not 

foun d wi th in this 
study. The results did not · 

support the hypothes i s that t hose 

subjects who identified with th 1 e roes of He ro or Ma scot 

would perceive their family of origin as heal thie r than wo uld 

those that identified with the Scapegoat or Lost Child r oles . 

Post hoc analysis did provide additional i nfo r mation . 

Using the Family-of-Origin Scale (FOS) with a subject 

pool of college students as opposed to clinical subjects , 

may account for the lack of var iance among the scores . 

Pe rhaps the nonclinical sample ha s been able to accommodate 

successfully to alcohol abus e wi thin the home and, therefore , 

represent the resilient ACOAs. "Also , perhaps individuals 

i n college represent a unique population of individuals who 

do have a sense of direction and continuity in their lives" 

(Passarello, 1988 / 1989, pg. 121) . Clinical patients , not 

co llege students, are usuall y studied for ACOA issues , 

therefore, nonclinical populat i ons may provide different 

responses. 

The role associated with t he lower scores on the 

t Child r ole . Even 
Family-of-Origin Scale (~) was t he Los 

t o score highe s t and though there was a tendency for Heroes 

8 5 
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Lost Children to score lowest ne ' th 
' 1 er of these differences 

were significant at the .05 level. 
Hence, no conclusion 

can be drawn from these k 
wea relationships, but the tendencies 

may be noted. 

Wegscheider's concept 1 · ua izations of the family roles 

are readily accepted in the alcohol treatment field as 

characteristics of children in alcoholic homes . The Children 

of Alcoholics Screening Test (CAST ) is an objective measu r e 

by which to classify individuals as Adult Children of 

Alcoholics (ACOAs) or as Adult Children of onalcoholics 

(non-ACOAs). Whe n examining the five r ole options and the 

total scores on the CAST, the null hypothesis was rejected . 

There was a tendency for those who identified with the 

Scapegoat role to score significan tly higher on the CAST 

than did those identif ying with the He r o or Mascot role or 

those not identifying with any role . his suggests that 

Scapegoats in this study were more than likely from homes 

wi th at least one alcoholic parent . When the groups were 

divided according to the CAST , t he gr oup labe ed COAs was 

l·dent1· fy1·ng with the Scapegoat role compo sed of 41% of those 

and 50% of those identifying with the Lost Child role . 

However, 1· n this study that we re classified not all sub jects 

as ACOAs (by a score of 6 or more on the~) also identified 

With a role. all Of t hose who identified with a 
Nor did 

role also classify as an ACOA. 
These findings lend support 

d 'fferent types of home s 
for the belief that children from 1 
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may identify with the variou 1 s ro e s (Wegsche ider, 198 1, 1988; 
Goodman , 1987). These r esults also 

suggest that membership 
in an alcoholic fami l y d 

oes not automatically lead a child 

t o devel op t he characteristics of one of 
Wegscheider's roles. 

Wegsche i der proposed that the roles 
are related to birth 

order with the Hero role most determined by being the first 

born. The results of this study did not support her 

hypothesis. Only one-third of the first-borns identified 

with the Hero role. She also purported that the Mascot role 

is generally occupied by the baby of the family. Results 

of this study did find a marginally significant relationship 

with birth order and the Mascot role. However, those 

identifying with the Mascot role were generally not the baby 

of the family, but earlier born children. These findings 

oppose Wegscheider's hypothesis. Brisbane (1989) found that 

in black families, the Hero role was more apt to be determined 

by gender rather than birth order. In a study by Rhodes 

and Blackham (1987), no significant relationship was found 

between birth order and Black's roles. 

The high number of Heroes and Mascots in this study 

could have been influenced by the positiveness of the roles. 

Subjects may have been hesitant to identify with one of the 

more negative roles of Scapegoat or LoS t Child. 
Those 

subjects that did not identify with a specific role may not 

which role was most appropriate 
have been able to determine 

that they identified with more 
for them due to the feeling 



than one role . 

study . 

These are all 1 · . 
i mitations of a sel f- r epor t 

Adult Chi l dren of Alcoholics (ACOAs) 

In other studies comparing ACOAs 

researchers have found no significant 

and non-ACOAs, many 

differences between 

t he two groups. Andrasi (1986/1987) found no differences 
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in self-esteem or identity measures and Harkins-Craven 

(1986/1987) found no differences on emotional distress. 

Freeman and Williams (1990) found no significant differences 

between ACOAs and non-ACOAs on the Family Environment Scale 

and the Social Skills Inventory. Hibbard (1987, pg. 783), 

based on similar findings, states "There is little to be 

gained, however, with a new diagnostic label" specifically 

for ACOAs. He believes that a common label may do more to 

obscure other issues. Labels can become blinders to other 

problems and may hinder one's insight into other areas of 

one's life. 

The results of this study did not reveal significant 

differences between the ACOA group and the non-ACOA group. 

Examination of the data also did not reveal significant 

differences within the ACOA group itself. 
This may have 

b low number Of SubJ' ects in the ACOA group. 
een a result of the 

6 or more on the 
An 1 ACOAs (those scoring a ysis showed that 

. f . 1y of origin as less healthy 
~) did not perceive their ami 

d Q t offer support 
th These S tatistics O n 

an did t he non-ACOAs. 
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for one of Andrasi's findings 
(1986/1987) that ACOAs do 

perceive their family of orig· 
in as less healthy than do 

non-ACOAs. 

As a note of interest, severals b ' 
u Jects marked "yes" 

to Question 22. "Do you believe your fathe . 
r 1s an alcoholic?" 

and/or Question 25. "Do y b 1 ou e ieve your mother is an 

alcoholic?" yet they scored 1 th ess an 6 on the CAST. By 

the standards of the CAST, they were not included in the 

ACOA group. Future research may want to focus mo r e clos ely 

on the appropriateness of the CAST for determining whethe r 

an individual is an ACOA or a non- ACOA . 

Conclusion 

It is unfortunate for our society as well as for the 

adult children of alcoholics t hat much of the information 

that has been disseminated has also been accepted as gospel 

without the support of research. Effects of alcohol abuse 

within the family system and the proposed resulting 

characteristics ascribed to all adult children of alcoholics 

have been generally regarded as true before the essential 

studies have been performed. Today research into the 

Personalities of ACOAs attempts to examine t he vast amount 

f Often the extensive lists of 
0 theories and conjecture• 

negative characteristics that presumabl y describe ACOA s are 

f most ACOAs (Calder, Peter, & 
ouna not to be true for 

Kostyniuk, 1989; Staff, 199 1 ). 
"In fact, the y (ACOAs) may 
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be quite healthy, content and P d . 
' ro uct1ve without d' nee 1ng 

II ( a recovery program Goodman 198 7 
163

) • 
. ' ' pg . 

This researcher agrees with N • , 
erviano s beli e f (19 8 3) 

that more research should be perfor d t 
me o study t he definitive 

specifics of alcoholism and the children aff ect ed by a lcohol 

abuse in the home. The definition of wha t alcoho ism is 

and what it is not r emains general , vague , or inconsisten 

among researchers. This , in turn , adds O he d if f icu 1 y 

of more specifically describing c h i ld r en 0 

Although labeling can assist in ca e or in 

coholics . 

e possib e 

ef fects of g rowing up in a n alcoholic home nd c n d o 

s tudies on these childre n , i t can also s r Y m h 

investigation into indivi du 1 di f r enc s (e . . , hos CO,s 

who develop probl e ms and t hose ho r res 

should continue to qu e st io n wh h r h s 

be neficial label or if we need 

ifferent label. 

o r sp c 

n 

ec 

0 

s 

) . 

a n 

c or cop 

b coho 

The r apists should provide t r ea 

based on the client's particula r 

though membership in a famil y s stem 

abuse may have an influence , t he r e s e poss 1 y 

so 

r Y 

y 

c ens 

E 

the individual has been more trau at zed bys r essor s o he r 

than alcohol. Stereotyping clients as cos w OU f r 

h ad ab . concerns , streng s , investigation into their 

. 1 f persona 
can lead to the patient's denia 0 

r e s pons ' b 

Sher 988 ) · fo r one's self and life (Bu r k & ' 

e r 

' e s 

it y 
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The effects of family al h 1 . 
co O ism can provide positive 

training for future therapists. 
Pi lat and Jones ( 1984 / 1985) 

found that 
25

- 46
% of a group of students, therapists , and 

health care workers were ACOAs. w·th 
1 a somewhat similar 

background, therapists may be better able to r elate to 

patients having difficulty with family alcoholism . Thes e 

therapists may have also learned how to work hard with little 

reward, handle crisis, and to tak e care of othe r s . Howe ve r , 

the rapists should be cautious not t o a s sume tha t t he clients ' 

experi ences are identical to t he ir s . Heath and tkinson 

(1988) recommend that all students of family therapy be 

required to take a cour se on treati ng anyone e ec ed by 

chemical depe nde ncy plus a f i eld t r ip o a r e ten sett ng 

fo r hands on obs e rvations . 

Re commendations for th e r ap s sand hos cone r dare 

(a) educat e people on alcoho lism n genera , red ce he 5 igma 

d d n e ncoura e h r apy ; (b) do associated with epen enc y , a 

ro d s not assume that all ACOAs ar e alike , co e 

homes, or currently have prob lems or w 1 

dysfunctional lives; (c) explore ea c h sub jec 

Without a preconceived notion; and (d) bu ' 

st r engths. 

dee op 

' s si u 

on eac 

nctiona 

ton 

c ient 's 

studies wou d be to r epeat 
One suggestion for future 

thi s experiment comparing a 
t i on wi h a clinical college popu a 

be to use t he Family - of 
sample. Another suggestion would 

Origin Scale to compare differen 
O f t he same family t members 
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to investigate how their perceptions of family health may 

or may not agree. After completing this study, this 

researcher is searching for other ways than the CAST to 

categorize ACOAs and non-ACOAs. Also, while parental 

alcoholism may be stressful, other stresses may be in effect 

that were not studied in this experiment. 
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BLACK'S ROLES 

RESPONSIBLE CHILD (OLDEST OR ONLY CHILD) 

IDENTIFYING CHARACTERISTICS 
Cares for self as well as others 
"Adult" characteristics 
Very organized 
Adept at planning and manipulating 
Sets and achieves realistic goals 
Lives in a black and white world 
Takes life seriously 

POSITIVES 
Learns leadership qualities 
Gains self-esteem from early accompl i shmen t s 

ADJUSTER 

IDENTIFYING CH~RACT~RISTIC~ llows others to manipulate 
Follows directions an_ a t ance-- flexi ble 
Adjusts to most any circu~s 

Most distant from t he _fa m~lyto ad j ust because ther e 
Believes the onl y choice i s 

is no persona~ c~ntr~; feeling 
Acts without thinking 

POSITIVES . t t o many social 
Fl Xi' bi' li' ty allows adJustmen e 

situations 
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~ACATER 

IDENTIFYING CHARACTERISTICS 
Takes care of others to please others at the expense 

of self 
Taking care of self may lead to guilty or selfish 

feelings 
Smoothes over conflicts 
Family comforter-- helps others adjust and feel 

comfortable 
Sensitive to other's feelings 
Good listener 
Makes it better by apologizing (whether they are 

responsible or not) 
Seeks career in the helping professions to continue 

taking care of others 
Attracts people with problems 

POSITIVES 
Helping others, being sensitive to other's need s1 

and being a good listener are seen as pos i t ive 
qualities in society 

On ly to t he minor i t y of ACOAs ) ACTING-OUT CHILD (applies 

IDENTIFYING CHARACTERISTIC~ to se lf or f amily 
Draws negative attention 
Low self-image 
Does poorly in school tin t he i r mid - teens 
Girls may become pr~gnan -teen or teen year s 
Starts drinking during p;:able behavior 
Exhibits socially unacce 

POSITIVES 
(none listed) 
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WEGSCHEIDER'S ROLES 

gERO (FIRST BORN OR ONLY CHILD) 
;;;.---

CHARACTERISTICS 
overachievement 
over responsible 

NEGATIVES 

INTERNAL FEELINGS 
Inadequacy 

Guilt 

compulsive drive may develop 
symptoms are social attributes 

SCAPEGOAT ( SECOND BORN CHILD) 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Delinquency 

NEGATIVES 
Self-destruction 
Addiction 

INTERNAL FEELINGS 
Hurt 

LOST CHILD (THIRD BORN CHILD) 

1 06 

REWARDS 
Positive attention 
Symptoms are social 

attributes 

POSITIVES* 
Organized 
Self-reliant 

REWARDS 
Negative Attention 
Focus is taken off 
the Dependent 

POSITIVES* 
Loyal to friends 
Assertive 

CHARACTERISTICS INTERNAL FEELINGS REWARDS 
Shyness 
Solitary life 

pattern 

Loneliness Escape from negative 

NEGATIVES 
Social isolation 
Possible depression 

MASCOT (FOURTH BORN CHILD) 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Clowning 
Hyperactivity 

Ji..EGATIVES 
Immaturity 
Emotional illness 

INTERNAL FEELINGS 
Fear 

!da~ted from Wegscheider (19 81 ) 
Miller & Ripper (1988) 

situations 

POSITIVES* 
Independent 
Empathic 

REWARDS 
Positive Attention 
Comic relief for 

the family 

POSITIVES* 
Spontaneous 
compassionate 
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Instructions f 
or Experiment 

Hello, my name is Connie Smith· 
1 I am working on my 

masters in counseling psychology at Austin P 
eay. First, 

I want to repeat that your participation in th1's 
experiment 

is voluntary. 

Before we get started, I need you to si·gn 
this consent 

form. Please read along with me (entire consent form read 

aloud). Your signature is needed to show that you volunteered 

for this experiment, the forms will be kept separate from 

the test results. Are there any questions before you sign 

it? I also need you to write your name, instructor and class 

on this attendance sheet so that you will receive your extra 

credit for attending. (Collect consent forms and attendance 

sheet. ) 

Today you will be given four short questionnaires. 

None of these have right or wrong answers. The first one 

consists of four family role descriptions and you are asked 

to chose which one role you identify with most often if you 

· t "Not do not identify with any of the roles, please wri e 

The Second questionnaire concerns Applicable" in the space. 

Your faml'ly of origin is the family 
Your family of origin. 

w1·th all of your childhood years which you spent most or 
step- or half-brothers, 

(parents/step-parents, brothers , 
t ) This ndparents, e c. • 

sisters, step- or half-sisters , gra 
family of origin 

seal . 1 you recall how your e 1s designed to he P 
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f unctioned. Each family is u . 
nique and has . 

its own ways of 
doing things. Thus, there are no 

right or wrong choices 
in this scale. What is important is 

that you respond as 
~nestly as you can. In reading the f 

amily of origin 
statements, apply them to your family 

of origin, as you 
remember it. These instructions 

are repeated at the beginning 
of the Family-Of-Origin Scale. 

The Children of Alcoholics Screening Test 
1
· s the third 

questionnaire. It is important that you read and answer 

each question whether or not you consider yourself to be 

a child of an alcoholic. Each question is answered with 

a "yes II or "no" response. 

The last questionnaire is very brief and asks for 

demographic information. Where it asks you to list the 

members of your family of origin, please include yourself, 

your parents, step-parents, brothers, sisters, etc. Instead 

of writing your first name, just write "self." 

It is important that you read each set of instructions 

carefully and that you answer each question. I ask that 

you be as honest as possible on all your responses. 

ha · feel free to ask. ve questions during the exercise, 

Y . not a timed exercise. our time in answering; this 1s 

If you 

Take 

After 

You have finished, you may turn them in. 
What questions 

do y h t? You may begin. ou ave before we star • 
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PERCEIVED FAMILY-OF-ORIGIN HEALTH AND 

IS THERE A RELATI~:i~~ER 
I

S FAMILY ROLES: 

DEPAR'IMENr OF PSYQ-!Oux;y 
AUSTIN PF.AY STATE UNlVERsITY 

INFORMED mNSENr STATD1ENr 

'Ihe purpose of this study is to invest . t . 
· · bet th · iga e if there is relationship ween e Family-Of-Origin Scale and w . a ' 

roles. All of your responses are confidential At egs0e1d~ s family 
be identified nor will anyone other than the ; ~ t . no time will you 

All , ... ves 1gators have acces 
to your responses. of the responses will be ed nl · s 

1 · y part · · t · • us O Y for p..rrposes of ana ysis. our icipa ion 1s canpletely voluntary and . 
free to terminate your participation at any tirre without ~~~~e any t--=10..1.ty . 

The scope of this project will be explained fully ui::on canpletion 
of the project. 

'Ihank you for your CX)()peration. 

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

I agree to participate in the present study being conducted under 
the supervision of a faculty rrember of the Deparbrent of PsycholCXJY at 
Austin Peay State University. I have been informed, either orally or 
i n writing or both, about the procedures to be follawed and atout any 
discanforts or risks which ray be involved . '!he investigator has offered 
to answer any further inquiries I have r egarding the procedures . I 
understand that I am free to terminate my participation at any time 
without penalty or prejudice and to have all data obtained f ron rre 
withdrawn fran the study and destroyed . I have also been told of any 
benefits that may result fran my participation. 

Please Print Your Narre 

Signature 

Date 
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PLf.ASE RFAD THE roI.I.avm; DESClUPrrCN 
S OF 'ffiE FAMILY ROLES AND WRITE 

IN 'ffiE ROLE YOO IDENI'IFY WI'm r,osr OFTEN 
THERE IS NO RIGHT OR WRONG ANSWER. Pl£ASE\SEANswr.~~i:ni::i~~""7';:;--=:::=-
IF YOO 00 WI' IDENITFY WITH ANY ROLE PLEAs:~~ ~ OONfSI'Ly AS ffiSSIBLE. 
THE Af?JJVF, SPACE. ' NCYr APPLIC.ABLE" rn 

'Ihe Hero displays a positive front for the family and tries to 

make the family "look gocd. 
11 

'Ihis member begins to feel resp:msible 

for the family pain and inadequate in "fixing" the family ; no arrount 

of success relieves the pain of inadequacy . Usually negative thoughts 

are kept within and the Hero seeks to be positive , gives others what 

they want, and does not talk a.tout family problems . Th.is menoer may 

exit the family early, on a gocd note, in order to go oo to successful 

endeavors. The career choice may be in the helping profession (i.e ., 

doctor, lawyer, counselor, etc . ) • 

OCJi.PFmAT 

'Ihe Scapegoat feels like an ootsider oo matter how hard he/ she 

tries to be gocd or to "measure up . " Th.is rteTiber never feels 

and may constantly be in canpetition with the Hero . Often the Sc.:1pec~t 

th f · ly and rn , i te often gains turns towards peers and away fran e a.nu 'j-

attention through destructive or negative behavior (i.e .' 

. . . drug/ alcohol use , or j ust being 
JUVenile delinquency, praniscw.ty , 

stubl:x,rn) • He/ She may also be at high risk for suicide or attel{>ted 

. that tells others of the family 
suicide. Often the Scapegoat is the one 

Problems . 
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IJ)ST CHIID 

'Toe wst Olild may also feel like an t · d 
ou s1 er and survives the family 

chaos by "getting lost. 
11 

Often this is a~
1

. heel b . . 
---·'t' is Y w1 thdraw1ng fran 

the family unit, staying out of the way' being shy or quiet, and/ or rreking 

no demands of the other family members. This rrember may also prefer 

living in a fantasy ~rld and often sh()\./S affection for a stuffed animal , 

a doll, or a pet. This child may join the choir, do extra projects for 

a teacher, or be involved in solitary activities--not l:irrelight 

activities. This member may be a bed wetter , may have proolens with 

intimacy, and believe that life offers no choices . He / She may place 

a high value on EX)ssessions, tend to be an over-eater, or be a binge 

user of drugs and/or alcohol--possibly all of the e . 

The Mascot offers the family a tensioo ootlet cal or 

other types of distracting antics . They can the class clown or the 

fami ly entertainer bringing cp::rl feelings to the family unit. 

. . ct ' · t ) is given to a diagnosis of hyperkines1s (hypera 1v1 Y e 

This child fears for the family arrl can sense the er, 

be told by other family members that there is not a problem. • 

. ti and hU1JOrous . are often ccmpa.ssionate, sens1 ve , People do oot 

ten 

y 

ts 

ell en the \aSCOt is serious . the person behind the smile nor can they t 
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FAMILY-OF-ORIGIN SC.ALE 

- Directions: The family of origin · th . 
rOCJSt or all of your childhood years ~. e fanu.ly with which you spent 
you recall how your family of orig~ fun~. scale is designed to help 

Fach family is unique and has its ioned. 
. ht o..m ways of do . th. there are no rig or wrong choices in this mg . ings. 'Ihus, 

is that you resp.:)nd as honestly as you can scale. What is i.mrortant 
In reading the following statements ~ 1 

of origin, as you re.member it. Using th~ f~l~~em to your . family 
appropriate number. Please respond to each stat g scale, circle the 

einent. 

Key: 
Strongly agree that it describes my f · 1 f • • 5 (SA) = 

4 (A) tha · . anu. Y o origin 
= Agree t it describes my family of origin. · 

3 (N) = Neutral. 
2 (D) = Disagree ~t it describes my family of origin. 
1 (SD) = Strongly disagree that it describes my family of origin. 

SA A N D SD 
1. In my family, it was nonnal to show ooth 

rositive and negative feelings. 5 4 3 2 
2. The atrrosphere in my family usually was 

unpleasant. 5 4 3 2 
3. In my family, we encouraged one another 

to develop new friendships. 5 4 3 2 
4. Differences of opinion in my family were 

discouraged. 5 4 3 2 
5. People in my family often made excuses 

for their mistakes. 5 4 3 2 
6. My parents encouraged family nenbers to 

listen to one another. 5 4 3 2 
7. Conflicts in my family never got resolved. 5 4 3 2 
8. My family taught me that people were 

basically gocrl. 5 4 3 2 

9. I found it difficult to understand what 
other family members said and haw they felt 5 4 3 2 

10. \-e talked aoout our sadness when a 
2 

relative or family friend died. 5 4 3 

11 • My parents openly admitted it when 
3 2 

they were wrong. 5 4 

12. In my family, I expressed just about 4 3 2 5 
13. 

any feeling I had. 
Resolving ronflicts in my family was a 4 3 2 
very stressful time. 

5 
14. My family was receptive to the _diff~ent 4 3 2 

ways various family members viewed life. 5 
15. My parents encouraged me to express my 5 4 3 2 

16. 
views openly. · 1 
I often had to guess at what other fanu. Y 5 4 3 2 
roombers thought or how they felt. 



17. My attitudes and my feelings f 
~e ignored or criticized in ~~=iy 

1 8. My f ami~ Y. ~s rarely expressed Y • 
responsibility for their actions 

19. In my family, I felt free to exp;ess my 
avri opinions. 

2o. We never talked aoout our grief when 

SA A N D SD 

5 4 3 2 

5 4 3 2 

5 4 3 2 
relative or family friend died. a 

21. sanetimes. in my family, I did not have to 5 4 3 2 
say anything, but I felt understood 

22. The abrosphere in my family was cold arrl 
regative. 

23. The members of my family w-ere not very 
receptive to one another's views. 

24. I found it easy to understand what other 
family rrernbers said and how they felt. 

25. If a family friend moved away, we never 
discussed our feelings of sadness. 

26. In my family, I learned to be suspicious 
of others. · 

27. In my family, I felt that I could talk 
tilings out and settle conflicts. 

28. I found it difficult to express my own 
cpinions in my family. 

29. Mealtimes in my hane usually were 
friendly and pleasant. 

30. In my family, no one cared about the 
feelings of other family rrembers. 

31. We usually were able to work out conflicts 
in our family. 

32. In my family, certain feelings were not 
allowed to be expressed. 

33. My family believed that people usually 
took advantage of you. 

34. I found it easy in my family to express 
wt I thought and how I felt. 

35. My family members usually were sensitive 
to one another's feelings. 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

4 3 2 

4 3 2 

4 3 2 

4 3 2 

4 3 2 

4 3 2 

4 3 2 

4 3 2 

4 3 2 

4 3 2 

4 3 2 

4 3 2 

4 3 2 

4 3 2 

4 3 2 

36. When saneone irn[x)rtant to us rooved away, 3 2 
air family discussed oor feelings of l~ss. 5 4 

37 • My parents discouraged us fran expressing 
5 

4 3 2 
views different fran theirs. 

38. In my family, people took responsibility 
for what they did. 

39 . My family had an unwritten rule: 
Ibn' t express your feeling~· arrl 

4o. I remember my family as being warm 

5 4 3 2 

5 4 3 2 

5 4 3 2 

11 7 

supportive. 
. estionnaire, please share 

If You have additional carments about this qu 
them With ~ ( you may use the back) : 
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Children of Al h . co oh.cs Ser . 
C.A.S.T. eening Test 

please check ( ✓) the answer bel 
l:)ehavior, and experiences rel t: that best describe 
time and be as accurate as po:sib/0 a Pcirent I s alco~ rcur feelings, 
checking "yes" or "no." e. Answer all 30 ° ~se. Take your 

questions by either 

Yes No 

--
-
-

1. Have you ever thought that 
drinking problem? one of your parents had a 

2. Have you ever lost l 
3. Did you ever encour s eep because of a parent's drinkin 

drinking? age one of your parents to quit g? 

4. Did you ever feel al f tr one, scared nervo rus ated because a par t , us, angry, or 
drinking? en was not able to stop 

5. Did you ever argue or f . h . 
she was drinking? ig t Wl. th a parent when he or 

6. Did you ever threaten to run 
of a parent' s drinking? away fran hane because 

7 • Has a parent ever yelled t • 
member wh 

a or hit you or other famil 
s en drinking? Y 

8. Have you ever heard your parents fight wh f was drunk? en one o than 

9. Did you ever protect another family rranber f 
who was drinking? ran a parent 

10. Did you ever feel like hiding or emptying a parent 1 
5 

bottle of liquor? 
__ 11 • I:b. rncu:1Y of your thoughts revolve around a problan 

drinking parent or difficulties that arise because of 

_ 12. 
_ 13. 

_ 14. 

_ 15. 

his or her drinking? 
Did you ever wish that a parent \oA'.:>uld stop drinking? 
Did you ever feel responsible for and guilty about a 
parent IS drinking. 
Did you ever fear that your parents \.\lOuld get divorced 
due to alcohol misuse? 
Have you ever withdrawn f ran and avoided outside 
activities and friends because of embarrasSlrellt and 
shame over a parents drinking prablan? 

- _ 16. Did you ever feel caught in the middle of an argument 
or fight between a problem drinking parent and your 

- _ 17. - _ 1a. 

- _ 19. - _20. 

-- _21. 

other parent? 
Did you ever feel that you made a parent drink alco~ol? 
Have you ever felt that a problem drinking parent did 
not really love you? 
Did you ever resent a parent's drinking? 
Have you ever ....orried aoout a parent's heal th because 
of his or her alcohol use? , drinkin ? 

Have you ever been blamed for a parent 5 g · 



----
-----
--
-

1 2 0 

tb 

22. Did you ever think your father was an alcoh 1 · ? 
- 23. D'd . h o ic. 

1 you ever wis. your hane could be roore like the 
hemes of your friends who did not have a parent · th 
a drinking problem? wi 

-
24 • Did a parent ever make pranises to you that he or she 

- did not keep because of drinking? 
25. Did you ever think your rrother was an alcoholic? 

- 26. Did you ever wish that you could talk to saneone who 
could understand and help the alcohol-related. problems 
in your family? 

-
27. Did you ever fight with your oothers and sisters aboot 

a parent's drinking? 
28. Did you ever stay away fran hane to avoid the drinking 

parent or your other parent' s reaction to the drinking? 
29. Have you ever felt sick, cried, or had a "knot" in your 

stanach after ~rrying arout a parent' s drinking? 
30. Did you ever take over any chores and duties at hare 

that were usually done by a parent before he or she 
developed a drinking proolem? 

(copyright 1982 by John W. Jones, Ph.D., Family Recovery Press ) 

,-vvnmonts about this questionnaire, please share If you have additional '-AA•••-· 

them with me: 
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GENERAL INF ORMATION SHEET 

AGE: SEX: 
RACE: 

OCCUPATION: MAJOR: 

LAST GRADE COMPLETED: 
5 6 1 2 3 4 7 8 9 10 11 1 2 1 3 14 1 5 1 6 17+ 

TOTAL NUMBER OF BROTHERS AND SISTERS IN 
YOURSELF) ____ YOUR FAMILY (INCLUDING 

PLEASE LIST ALL THE MEMBERS IN YOUR FAMIL ORIGIN 
( INCLUDING YOURSELF, YOUR PARE / y OF 
SISTERS, ETC.) NTS STEP-PARENTS, BROTHERS, 

(ESTIMATE) 
FIRST NAME SEX AGE RELATIONSHIP 

(IF YOU NEED ADDITIONAL SPACE, PLEASE USE THE BACK) 

IF YOU HAVE ADDITIONAL COMMENTS THAT YOU WOULD LIKE TO MAKE 
ABOUT ANY OF THESE QUESTIONNAIRES, PLEASE SHARE THEM WITH 
ME: 

THANK YOU AGAIN FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION. 
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